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PP COLLIDER PHYSICS 

Abstract 

A brief introduction to pp collider physics is given. Selected results 
from the collider experiments at the CERN SppS and the Tevatron collider 
are described. The emphasis is on experimental aspects of j3p collisions. 
Minimum bias physics and the production of jets, Intermediate Vector 
Bosom and heavy flavors is reviewed. The outlook for physics at hadron 
colliders for the near future is briefly discussed. 

1 Introduction 

Collider experiments will most likely evolve along two major “frontiers”, 
the “high precision frontier” and the “high energy frontier”. The high precision 
approach is the line pursued today by LEP, SLC and other machines and in fu- 
ture will require dedicated particle-factories. Barring any major breakthrough in 
accelerator technology, the second, complementary approach, will be the domain of 
hadron colliders. Hadron colliders will be the machines that will have the unique 
opportunity to probe the fundamental interactions at the shortest possible length 
scale, to look for new massive particles predicted by current theoretical models and 
to look for deviations from the expected behavior. A window on the high energy 
behavior of particle interactions will be provided, most likely exclusively, by collider 
experiments at hadron colliders which underlines the importance of the physics at 
hadron colliders. 

The objective of these lectures was to discuss some experimental aspects 
of physics at hadron colliders. Obviously, only some selected topics of the extensive 
physics program of the collider experiments could be covered. For other aspects of 
the material discussed here and for complementary information the reader is referred 
to many excellent reviews. In the lecture notes from the CERN Schools of Physics, 
the Car&se and SLAC Summer Institutes on Particle Physics and the Advanced 
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Study Institute on techniques and concepts of high energy physics many superb 
reviews can be found on almost any aspect of particle physics. 

In these notes first low momentum transfer processes wilI be described 
briefly. Then the physics of large momentum transfer processes will be addressed. 
The latter part comprises jet physics and &CD, Intermediate Vector Boson and 
heavy flavor production. 

2 pp Collisions and Experiments 

Most pp interactions involve low momentum transfers between the constituents. In 
these soft processes the partons interact collectively producing many particles with 
low transverse momentum, pt, with respect to the incoming (anti-)proton direc- 
tion. These soft processes cannot be described by perturbative Quantum Chromo- 
dynamics (QCD) and phenomenological models are used to describe the interactions. 
Sometimes, actually very rarely compared to the occurrence of a soft interaction, 
a hard scattering occurs where there is a large momentum transfer between two 
partons, producing particles with large pt in the final state. Since the coupling 
constant of the strong interaction, cr., becomes small at high momentum transfers, 
high pt scattering is well described by perturbative &CD. One should note, though, 
that every hard collision is accompanied by a soft collision due to the interaction of 
the remaining partons in the hadron which do not participate in the hard collision 
(spectators). The soft collision in a hard scattering process is generally referred to 
as the “underlying event”. 

Detectors have been designed and constructed with the emphasis specifi- 
cally on the study of either soft collisions or hard collisions. The experiments UA4 
and UA5 at CERN and experiment Ei’lO in the ML interaction region at Fermilab 
were designed to study processes with low momentum transfer. The experiments 
UAl and UA2 at CERN and CDF and DO at Fermilab concentrate on the study 
of large momentum transfer processes. In the remainder of this section the exper- 
iments designed to study soft collisions will be described briefly. The discussion of 
the experiments for large pt physics will be relegated to section 4. 

The UA4 experiment at CERN was specifically designed to measure the gip 
total cross section and elastic scattering. Its counterpart at FNAL is E710 installed 
in the interaction region E0. As will be clear from the discussion in the next section, 
a crucial aspect of the measurement of the total cross section is the measurement 
of the deflection of the scattered proton and anti-proton down to very small angles. 
With sets of mini high precision tracking chambers installed in so-called Roman 
pots on both sides of the interaction reg;on the direction of the scattered proton 
and anti-proton is measured. The Roman pots are installed at about 35 m and 
125 m on either side of the interaction point for UA4 and E710, respectively. A 
schematic outlay of experiment E710 is shown in figure 1. 

The streamer chamber experiment UA5 (Fig. 2) has been designed to study 
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Side View 

Figure 1: Schematic layout of experiment E710 and the Tevatron lattice on both 
sides of the ED straight section. 

characteristics of particle production in pp collisions. It essentially consists of two 
6 n long streamer chambers above and below the intersection region incorporating 
lead-glass plates to allow for photon identification. A calorimeter segment has been 
added to detect neutral hadrons and to give a rough energy measurement for both 
charged and neutral hadrons. 

3 Low Momentum Transfer Processes 

3.1 Total Cross Section 

The total f!p cross section can be obtained by measuring simultaneously the forward 
elastic scattering rate at low four-momentum transfers t, and the total inelastic rate. 
Using the optical theorem the differential elastic rate at low t is given by 

dN,r -= 
dt 

L 4, (1+ PZ) ,a 
16n(k)* 

Here p is the ratio of the real to imaginary part of the forward elastic scattering 
amplitude, L the integrated machine luminosity and t the four-momentum transfer, 
t = (pl - ~3)‘. The slope parameter b gives the experimental parametrization of the 

t-dependence of the elastic rate. Obviously, the sum of the elastic and inelastic rate 
is also proportional to the total cross section: 

Ner t Ninc~ = L: utot (2) 
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Figure 2: Schematic overview of the streamer chamber experiment UA5. 

Combining expressions 1 and 2 gives 

a*,t = 11% (tic)” dNet/dt It=o 
1 t pz %I + Nine1 

Thus, the total cross section can be measured independently of the machine lumi- 
nosity if the total elastic rate at t = 0 and the inelastic rate is measured simul- 
taneously. Measuring the total elastic rate at t = 0 implies measuring precisely 
the t-dependence down to the smallest momentum transfers before reaching the 
Coulomb interference region and extrapolating to t = 0. At the Tevatron the elastic 
cross section is measured down to t = -0.04 GeV’, which means measuring the 
outgoing particles down to angles of 0.2 mtad with respect to the beam line. The 
parameter p, the ratio of the real to imaginary part of the forward elastic scattering 
amplitude, is measured independently by extending the elastic scattering detection 
to smaller angles, called the Coulomb interference region, where the hadronic am- 
plitude interferes with the Coulomb scattering. The ratio p as measured by UA4 
and E710 is p = 0.24 f 0.04 [l] and p = 0.140 & 0.069 [2], respectively. The rather 
large value for p measured by UA4 is not readily understood in the framework of 
the current phenomenological models for low pt-scattering. 

The total pp cross section at a center of mass energy of fi = 546 GeV as 
measured by UA4 is atot = 61.9*1.5 mb [3]. The UA5 collaboration has determined 
dt,,t at 4 = 900 GeV from the total inelastic cross section alone by measuring 
the ratio of the inelastic rates at J;; = 200 and 900 GeV when the CERN pp 
collider was operated in pulsed mode. The cross section has been evaluated to be 
ut,,t = 65.3 f 0.7 f 1.5 mb at fi = 900 GeV [4]. E710 has measured the total cross 
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Figure 3: Total jip cross section as function of 4 . 

section at fi = 1.8 TeV to be gtot = 72.1 f 3.3 mb [5]. The CDF measurement 
yields a comparable value of cftot = 72.0 + 3.6 mb [6]. Figure 3 shows all the 
measurements of the total jjp cross section as function of fi. The measurements 
tend to favor a In(s) dependence of the total cross section. 

3.2 Minimum Bias Physics 

Another topic of soft physics is the physics of minimum bias events. Ideally the 
study of soft collisions would be unbiased, including all types of events. In practice, 
though, it is necessary to apply a trigger to signal that an interaction has occurred. 
Events recorded with a trigger that has the least bias with respect to the event 
topology are called minimum bias events. Particle production in minimum bias 
events has been extensively studied by both UA5 and UAl. The UAl data has 
been recorded when the CERN pp collider was operated in pulsed mode [14]. To 
minimize systematic effects the UAl collaboration has collected the events with a 
low magnetic field in order to reduce the beam displacement in the center of the 
detector. 

Since their are no real dynamical constraints in soft particle production, the 
distribution of particles is mainly determined by phase space. The three dimensional 
phase space is given by 

d3 P -II dpz dp, dpz 
E E 

= dp$g 

Defining rapidity y as 

(4) 



it is straightforward to show that dy = dpL/E = dp,/E. The invariant cross section 
then reads 

Ed3g=1 d” 
d3p ,r 44 dy 

(5) 

Rapidity is thus a natural phase space element. 
Note that rapidity, defined in equation 4, has two limits. First there is the 

kinematic limit. The rapidity can be written as 

YE -11, E+PL = InE+~~ 
2 E-PL mT 

where the transverse mass mr is defined as mT = d-. The maximum longi- pT + m 
tudinal momentum a particle can obtain in a collision in the center of mass system 
is half the center of mass energy. The rapidity range available is thus restricted to 

and rises logarithmically with s. 
The second limit is the high momentum limit. When the masses of the 

particles can be neglected, the argument of the logarithm can be directly related to 
the angle 9 the particle’s momentum makes with respect to the beamline 

y ~ LinE+p~ x 5n~~*W2) 
2 E - PL 2 szn*(r9/2) 

= In cot(9/2) = n (8) 

The angular variable q is called pseudorapidity. Because it involves only an angular 
measurement and is independent of mass, n rather than y is the variable most 
commonly used in gip collisions. 

3.2.1 Pseudorapidity density distribution 

One of the studies of particle production in minimum bias events is the measure- 
ment of the charged particle density distribution, p(n) = dN,,,/dT. Figure 4a shows 
dNct,/dq as function of pseudorapidity obtained by UA5 at ISR and pp collider en- 
ergies 171. Four features of the pseudorapidity density distribution should be noted 
from figure 4a. First, since rapidity is a natural phase space element, the distribu- 
tion in the central region is essentially flat in this variable. Secondly, the rapidity 
“plateau” ends at some value 71,~~ because of the kinematically limited available 
rapidity range. The endpoints of the rapidity plateau increase logarithmically with 
center of mass energy, as expected from equation 7. The last feature apparent from 
this figure is the rise of the value of the rapidity plateau with 4, reflecting the 
increase in total charged multiplicity with increasing center of mass energy. Figure 
4b shows the charged particle multiplicity as measured by CDF [8], compared to the 
UA5 measurement. CDF does not see the falloff at the kinematic limit, since their 
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Figure 4: (a) Pseudorapidity density distributions obtained by UA5 at various center 
of mass energies for non-single-diffractive events. (b) dN,,,/dT as function of 7 in 
minimum bias events as measured by CDF. The upper half of the figure shows the 
ratio of dNch/dq at 4 = 1.8 TeV to that at fi = 0.63 TeV. 

tracking chambers do not extend to small enough angles. The ratio of dNc,,/dv at 
J;; = 1800 GeV to that at ,/Z = 630 GeV is shown in the upper half of the figure. It 
is expected that most of the systematic errors, indicated along the lower edge of the 
plot, cancel in taking the ratio. The dependence on fi of the multiplicity density 
distribution at q = 0, (dNc,,/dn),,=s, is shown in figure 5 [9]. A fit by UA5 to a 
In(s) energy dependence yields p(O) = (0.01 + 0.14) + (0.22 zk 0.02) In(s). The fit is 
shown as the dashed line in the figure. The data from CDF seems to favor a In’(s) 
dependence of the charged particIe pseudorapidity density distribution at 1 = 0. 
However, due to the relatively large systematic errors on the CDF measurement 
this result is not conclusive. 

Integrating the multiplicity density distribution yields the total charged 
multiplicity in the event. Figure 6 shows the dependence of the average charged 
multiplicity in inelastic events versus center of mass energy as measured by UA5 
[9]. The solid curve is the result of a In’(a) fit to the data and yields (Nh) = 
2.99-0.23in(s)+0.168Zn2(a). The In*(s) d p d e en ence is readily understood from the 
energy dependence of the pseudorapidity density distribution at 71 = 0 and the kine- 
matically allowed pseudorapidity range. The total charged multiplicity in an event 
is the area under the charged particle density distribution: NC,, = J(dN,,,/dT)dv 
(cf. figure 4). Since the density distribution is essentially flat, the area is simply 
the product of the charged particle density distribution at n = 0, (dNc,,/dv),,=,,, and 
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Figure 5: dN,,,/dq at 7 = 0 versus center of mass energy 

the pseudorapidity endpoint of the distribution, both of which have a In(s) energy 
dependence. 

The physics of soft collisions, also called In(s) physics, is an essential part 
of $ip collider physics. Besides providing insight in low momentum transfer pro- 
cesses, this physics is extremely important from an experimental point of view. 
Even though, in general, experiments interested in large pt physics do not trigger 
on soft collisions, the experimental devices are still exposed to the soft interactions 
and one needs a way of extrapolating the characteristics of soft collisions to higher 
energies. Suppose one is designing, for example, a conventional wire chamber for an 
SSC experiment which has to operate at a center of mass energy of fi = 40 TeV 
at a luminosity of L = 1033nn-2s-‘. An important parameter with regard to the 
lifetime of the chamber is the amount of charge the chamber will collect over a 
given period of time. Using the energy dependencies given above, one can readily 
show that for this particular example the device would be exposed to an average 
of N 3 1O’r charged particles during one year of running, an integrated charge very 
close to one Coulomb. 

3.2.2 Single particle pt spectrum 

The transverse momentum spectrum for unidentified charged hadrons in minimum 
bias events measured at different center of mass energies is shown in figure 7a 
[lo, 11, 12, 131. As can be seen, for higher center of mass energies there are non- 
exponential tails at high transverse momenta which indicate the onset of hard scat- 
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Figure 6: Average number of charged particles (NC,,) in inelastic events versus center 
of mass energy as measured by UA5. 

tering contributing to the cross section. A power law of the form 

E$ = (ptyp )a (9) 0 
is fitted to the invariant cross section as function of pi, where the power law is 
reminiscent of Rutherford scattering. At a center of mass energy of 1.8 TeV CDF 
obtains for these parameters, A = 0.45 f 0.01, po = 1.29 f 0.02 and n = 8.26 f 0.07, 
resulting in an average pt in minimum bias event of (pt) = 0.495f0.014 GeV/c [lo]. 
The energy dependence of (pt) is shown in figure 8a [14]. The data, spanning an 
energy range from 25 GeV to 1800 GeV, is well fitted with a quadratic logarithmic 
law of the form (pt) = 0.40 - 0.030 In(&) + 0.0053 In*(&). 

It is instructive to extrapolate again the observed energy dependence to 
higher energies, as was done in the previous section. At LHC center of mass energies 
of 20 TeV, for example, the average charged particle transverse momentum is (pt) = 
0.62 GeV/c. Assuming a charged particle multiplicity at zero rapidity (dNc,,/dq),=o 
of 6.57, the average transverse energy deposited in the detector by minimum bias 
events in a pseudorapidity range of ]q] < 3 will be 24 GeV. 

The correlation between the average charged particle transverse momen- 
tum and the multiplicity of the event is shown in figure 7b. Plotted is the invariant 
cross section obtained by UAl at ,,& = 0.9 TeV for three different ranges of mul- 
tiplicity, dN=hJdT = 0.8 - 4, dNch/dq = 4 - 8 and dN,hJdv > 8, all measured at 
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q = 0 [14]. It is clear that the average pr increases with increasing multiplicity. 
Figure 8b shows this correlation for three different center of mass energies as mea- 
sured by UAl at 4 = 0.2 and 0.9 TeV [14] and by the Split Field Magnet at the 
ISR at fi = 63 GeV [15]. For low multiplicities the average p, is the same over a 
large variation of center of mass energies. For higher multiplicities there is a clear 
dependence on the center of mass energy. This behavior could be attributed to a 
phase transition to a quark-gluon plasma [16, 171. 

4 Detectors for Large Momentum Transfer Processes 

Because of the very different event characteristics of large momentum transfer pro- 
cesses, dedicated detectors have been built to study high pt interactions. Two collider 
detectors were built for each of the two high energy pp colliders: the UAl and UA2 
detectors at the CERN SjipS collider, and the CDF and DB detector at the Fermilab 
Tevatron. Collider detectors are expected to perform a wide range of measurements. 
For a general purpose detector it is necessary to measure hadrons, leptons and gauge 
bosons over a large range of momenta. These particles manifest themselves in very 
distinctive ways. Quarks and gluons are observed as jets, whereas neutrinos escape 
detection and are observed as missing energy. Once an experiment has set its physics 
priorities stringent requirements are placed on the detector design. The nature of pp 
collisions, however, places some general requirements on any multipurpose detector 
designed to run at a hadron collider and these will be discussed in the next section. 

4.1 Generalities 

Because of the high energies reached in hadron collisions, detectors at pp colliders are 
calorimetric detectors. Good calorimetry is a real necessity for being a successful 
experiment. There are many aspects, though, that enter the definition of good 
calorimetry and in general a compromise needs to be made. Good energy resolution, 
containment of particle showers and the absence of cracks are necessities to eliminate 
fake sources of missing transverse energy. The high multiplicity of pp events, the 
position resolution and the multi-particle and multi-jet separation set the scale for 
the transverse segmentation of the calorimeter. For precision measurements an 
accurate understanding of the absolute energy scale is crucial. The accuracy to 
which the absolute energy scale can be determined is affected by the stability of the 
calorimeter, the uniformity of its response and the ease and precision to which the 
device can be calibrated. An important aspect of calorimeters is also the intrinsic 
response to electrons and pions, the e/x ratio. The UAl, UA2 and CDF detectors 
have non-compensating calorimeters, that is, e/x is not unity and their calorimeters 
will therefore respond differently to electromagnetic energy deposited by electrons, 
photons and x0’s compared to hadronic energy from charged pions. This results 
in non-linearities and a worsening of the energy resolution. At low momenta the 
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calorimeters of the UAl, UA2 and CDF detectors show substantial non-linearities in 
their response (see also section 6.1). The calorimeter of the DB (and ZEUS) detector 
has an e/?r ratio most close to unity and shows only minor deviations from linearity 
at low momenta [21, 221 

Because the cross section for inclusive jet production is several orders of 
magnitude larger than the cross section for any other large pt process, a high level 
of rejection against jet events is desired when studying muons, electrons, photons 
and missing energy signals. This means that high quality tracking and containment 
of hadronic showers is important. Moreover, because of the high multiplicity en- 
vironment good double track resolution is required and high quality extrapolation 
of tracks through calorimeters and muon detectors must be available. Although a 
central magnetic field aids in the track reconstruction, opens up a few more physics 
windows and provides an in situ calibration for the calorimeter, it is not essential 
for a collider detector. The UAI and CDF detectors have a central magnetic field; 
the UA2 and DO detectors are non-magnetic detectors. 

In order to complement the electron detection channel all detectors, except 
UA2, have a muon detection system. For b-physics, a muon detection system at 
small angles is desired since the production cross section for b-quarks peaks at large 
absolute values of pseudorapidity. 

Rather than giving a detailed description of the four collider experiments 
only the main features of these detectors will be discussed in the next four sections. 
A detailed description can be found in the references. 

4.2 The UAl Detector 

The UAl detector [18], shown schematically in figure 9, is a general purpose magnetic 
detector. Its central part is a 6 m long, 2.4 m diameter drift chamber system 
providing tracking and magnetic analysis of charged particles in the range 171 < 3. 
The central tracking chamber is surrounded by the electromagnetic calorimeters. 
Both the central detector and the electromagnetic calorimeters are inside the coil of a 
dipole magnet which produces a horizontal magnetic field of 0.7 Tesla perpendicular 
to the beam axis. The electromagnetic calorimeters, called gondolas in the central 
and bouchons in the forward region, are lead-scintillator sandwich calorimeters, 
longitudinally subdivided in four readout segments approximately 4, 7, 9 and 7 
radiation lengths (X0) thick. The transverse segmentation of the gondolas is As x 
A’p = 5” x 180’. The bouchons have a much more fine segmentation of A9 x 
A(o = 20” x 11”. The electromagnetic calorimeter is followed by a hadronic iron- 
scintillator calorimeter consisting of 450 readout cells, with a typical cell size of 
Ati x A’p = 15” x 18” in the central and Ati x Ap = 5” x 10” in the forward regions. 
The thickness of the hadron calorimeter is approximately 5 absorption lengths (X0) 
in the central region and 7 X0 in the forward regions. The energy resolutions of the 
calorimeters are u/E = 15%/o and u/E = 80%/a, for the electromagnetic and 
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Figure 9: Schematic layout of the UAl detector. 

hadronic calorimeters, respectively. The muon system of the UAl detector covers 
the pseudorapidity interval 171 < 2.3 and has full azimuthal coverage. 

An ambitious upgrade program of the UAl detector had been started in 
1986. The muon system was improved by increasing the hadron absorber thickness 
both in the central and forward region with additional iron, instrumented with planes 
of limited streamer tubes. In the forward region additional drift tubes were installed. 
It was planned to replace the old calorimeter with a new uranium-TMP (Tetra- 
methylpentane) calorimeter. To prepare for the insertion of the new calorimeter, 
the electromagnetic calorimeter was removed in 1988. Unfortunately the upgrade of 
the calorimeter never took place and the last data taken with the UAl experiment 
was without an electromagnetic calorimeter. The recent UAI results presented in 
these notes were taken with the electromagnetic calorimeter removed. 

4.3 The Upgraded UA2 Detector 

The UA2 detector [19] is purely an electron detector. The structure of the detec- 
tor is shown in figure 10. Around the beam pipe, at radii of 3.5 cm and 14.5 cm, 
are two arrays of silicon pad detectors that measure the particle’s dE/dx to reject 
photon conversions and Dalitz decays. Between the two is a cylindrical vertex drift 
chamber, measuring the tracks of charged particles. Behind the inner tracking de- 
tectors are the transition radiation detectors which provide an independent electron 
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Figure 10: Schematic layout of one quadrant of the UA2 detector. 

identification in addition to the calorimeter. The central detector is completed by 
a scintillating fiber detector which has three major components: 6 stereo triplets 
of tracking, a 1.5 X0 thick lead converter followed by another 2 stereo triplets of 
scintillating fibers used to localize the early development of electromagnetic showers 
initiated in the lead converter. The track finding and electron identification are com- 
plemented in the forward and backward region by proportional drift tubes, including 
a 2 X0 thick lead radiator for preshower detection, mounted on the calorimeter end 
caps. 

Calorimetry is provided by a central calorimeter, covering pseudorapidities 
171 < 1 and two end cap calorimeters covering the region 0.9 < In/ < 3. The 
central calorimeter is segmented into 240 cells subtending 10” in 9 and 15” in ‘p. 
The electromagnetic section is a multilayer sandwich of lead and scintillator, 17 Xo 
deep with no longitudinal segmentation. The hadronic section is an iron-scintillator 
sandwich, subdivided in two longitudinal compartments. The total thickness of 
the central calorimeter is 4.5 Xo at normal incidence. The electromagnetic and 
hadronic compartments of the end cap calorimeters are also lead-scintillator and 
iron-scintitlator multilayer sandwich calorimeters, respectively. The calorimeter cells 
in the interval 1.0 < 171 < 2.2 have a segmentation of Ap = 15” and AT = 0.2, 
with one electromagnetic and one hadronic longitudinal readout segment. The cells 
closest to the beam (2.2 < 1111 < 3.0) h ave a segmentation twice as coarse in azimuth. 
The total depth of the end calorimeters is about 6.5 Xo at normal incidence. 
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Figure 11: Schematic layout of one half of the CDF detector. 

4.4 The CDF Detector 

A cross section of the CDF detector [20] is shown in figure 11. In the central 
region the CDF detector has a vertex time projection chamber surrounded by a 
large volume axial wire drift chamber inside a superconducting 1.5 Tesla solenoid. 
Complete tracking information is available for 40” < 9 < 140”. The central detector 
is followed by the calorimeter systems. CDF has three calorimeter systems: the 
central, plug and forward calorimeters. The central calorimeter, which covers the 
region InI < 1.1, consists of a lead-scintillator sandwich electromagnetic calorimeter, 
followed by an iron-scintillator hadron calorimeter with a segmentation of An x 

A’p = 0.11 x 15”. The active elements of the calorimeters outside the central region 
are gas-proportional chambers with cathode pad readout. The plug and forward 
calorimeters cover the pseudorapidity ranges 1.1 < 171 < 2.4 and 2.2 < 171 < 
4.2, respectively. These calorimeters have a slight more fine segmentation than the 
central calorimeter: An x ALL = 0.09 x 0.087. The respective absorber media for the 
non-central electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeters are the same as for the central 
calorimeter. Embedded in the electromagnetic calorimeter at shower maximum are 
strip chambers used in the electron identification. The CDF muon system covers 
the central region 171 < 0.63 and the far forward region 171 > 2. The upgraded CDF 
detector, which will run in 1992, will include a silicon vertex detector for tagging 
events with secondary vertices and a central pre-radiator detector for photon tagging. 
Furthermore, its muon system will have an extended coverage to InI < 1 and the 
hadron rejection will be improved in this region because of added steel. 
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4.5 The D0 Detector 

An isometric view of the D0 detector [21] is shown in figure 12. At the heart of the 
De, detector is its calorimeter. One of the design aims of De, was excellent calorime- 
try and to provide good energy resolution for electrons, photons and jets with good 
hermeticity. For these reasons, and for compactness, radiation hardness and unifor- 
mity of response, liquid argon with uranium as absorber was chosen for calorime- 
try. The D0 calorimeter consists of three parts of roughly equal size: a central 
calorimeter and two end calorimeters. The central calorimeter consists of three an- 
nub of calorimetry. Surrounding the central detector is a ring of 32 electromagnetic 
calorimeter modules. This ring is enclosed by a ring of 16 fine hadronic modules. An 
annulus of 16 coarse hadronic modules around the fine hadronic modules completes 
the central calorimeter. The total thickness of the central calorimeter at normal in- 
cidence is 4.5 Xo. Each of the end calorimeters consists of a ring of 16 outer hadronic 
calorimeter modules; inside this is another ring of 16 middle hadronic modules and 
at the central core is a monolithic inner hadronic module. The latter weighs 32 tons 
and has a diameter of 1.7 m. In front of the inner hadronic module is the electro- 
magnetic end calorimeter. Both the central and end electromagnetic calorimeters 
are longitudinally subdivided in four read-out segments approximately 2, 2, 7, and 
10 X0 thick. The fine hadronic sections are read-out in three separate longitudinal 
layers in the central region and four read-out segments in the end calorimeters. Each 
fine hadronic read-out section is about one X0 thick. The coarse hadronic sections 
have no further longitudinal segmentation. Transverse segmentation is provided 
by readout pad electrodes on the signal boards, each covering an (7,~) interval of 
Aq x A4 = 0.1 x ?r/32 (x 0.1). In the third longitudinal layer of the electromagnetic 
calorimeter, which typically contains 65% of the electromagnetic shower energy, the 
transverse segmentation is made finer to Aq x A’p = 0.05 x 0.05 to provide better 
position resolution. The calorimeters have in total about 50,000 read-out channels. 

In front of the calorimeters is the DB Central Detector, composed of three 
tracking chambers and a transition radiation detector. The vertex detector has 
three layers of concentric cylindrical high precision drift chambers immediately sur- 
rounding the beam pipe. The transition radiation detector, encircling the vertex 
chamber, consists of three concentric layers of polypropylene foils followed by radial 
drift X-ray detectors to help separate electrons from pions. Outside of the transition 
radiation detector is a central drift chamber, composed of four concentric layers of 
axial wire chambers. Each end of the central detector is capped by a forward drift 
chamber. The forward drift chambers are composed of three layers of chambers. 
In the inner and outer chambers the wires are aligned along Cartesian coordinates 
giving a measure of the track’s polar angle 9. In the middle chamber the wires are 
strung radially giving a measure of the track’s ‘p angle. 

The calorimeters are surrounded by the third major sub-system, the IZJ 
muon system, which consists of magnetized iron toroids and sets of proportional drift 
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Figure 12: Isometric view of the lZ0 detector. 

tube chambers. The muon system provides full coverage in the pseudorapidity range 
1111 < 3.8 and full azimuthal coverage. In the large angle region ten measurements 
are made along the muon trajectory; in both the forward and backward region nine 
planes of proportional drift tubes measure the charged particle track. The total 
number of interaction lengths seen by a particle is on average 13 X0 in the central 
region, and 18 & in the forward regions. 

5 Large Momentum Transfer Processes 

Interactions between particles are described by field theories. If the interaction is 
sufficiently weak, solutions to the field equations can be obtained using a pertur- 
bative expansion in the coupling constant of the interaction. Since the coupling 
constant for strong interactions is relatively small at large pt, processes involving 
large momentum transfers can be described by perturbative QCD [23]. A schematic 
view of a pp collision is shown in figure 13. The QCD calculations are generally car- 
ried out in the Quark Parton Model. In this picture, the scattering occurs between 
the constituent partons that are treated as quasi free particles inside the hadrons. 
The momentum distributions of the initial partons are described by a set of parton 
distribution functions fi(~), which give the probability for finding a parton of type 
i inside the hadron carrying a fraction z of the hadron’s total momentum. In this 
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Figure 13: Schematic view of parton-parton scattering. 

model, the incoming hadrons are regarded as beams of partons where the momentum 
distributions of the quarks and gluons are described by the distribution functions. 
Moreover, it is assumed that the distribution function fi(ei) is independent of zs, 
the momentum fraction carried by the parton in the other hadron. The hard scat- 
tering which takes place between these partons is in the parton model represented 
by the formula 

u=g dzl dsz &ii(i) .fi(zl, Q”) .fj(zz, Q’) (10) 

The subscripts i and j indicate the type of the incoming parton. The sum extends 
over all parton cross sections @ii contributing to the process. The parton cross 
section is evaluated at the parton center of mass energy, 4, which is related to 
the hadron-hadron center of mass energy 6 through the relation i = zi+s s. They 
are calculable using perturbative QCD and are expressed as an expansion in the 
coupling constant a,. To obtain the observed cross section at the proton level, the 
parton cross section is convoluted with the parton distribution function fi(z, Q”) for 
parton species i. Figure 14 shows a typical set of structure functions, the product 
of z and the distribution function fi(z, Q*), for gluons, u, d and s-quarks and the 
sea-quarks at a Qs-scale of 10 GeV2 [24]. 

In the naive parton model the parton distribution functions scale, that is, 
they are independent of the momentum transfer in the scattering process. In any 
interacting field theory though, like &CD, the partons interact with the carriers of 
the force thereby reducing their momentum by a fraction z. QCD corrections thus 
introduce a Qs-dependence of the scattering process. This dependence is absorbed 
in a Qs-dependence of the distribution functions and is referred to as ‘Lnon-scaling 
behavior”. The structure functions are generally derived from measurements of 
some reference process, normally taken to be deep inelastic scattering. They are 
then evolved to the Qs-scale appropriate to the hard scattering process of interest. 
This evolution of the structure functions is governed by the Altarelli-Parisi equations 
[25]. The dependence of the structure functions on Q* is rather mild, since in QCD 
the scaling is broken by logarithms of Q”. Figure 15 illustrates the Qs-evolution of 
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Figure 14: Quark and gluon distribution functions at Qs = 10 Get”. 

some structure functions [26]. 
There are many parametrisations of the structure functions, labeled after 

the names of their authors. Some of the most common ones are the parametrizations 
by Eichten, Hinchliffe, Lane and Quig (EHLQ) set 1 and 2 [27], Diemoz, Ferroni, 
Longo and Martinelli (DFLM) [28], M ar m, Roberts and Stirling (MRS) [29] and t’ 
Morfin and Tung [30]. The parametriaations differ from each other mainly in that 
they fit different experimental data and use different parametrizations for the gluon 
distribution function at low c [31]. As mentioned in the previous paragraph, the 
structure functions are measured in some reference process which is usually deep in- 
elastic scattering. Since this process is not directly sensitive to the gluon distribution 
function, this distribution is inferred from the measured quark and anti-quark distri- 
butions. This results in rather large uncertainties in the gluon distribution because 
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Figure 15: Qs evolution of some structure functions. The functions have been 
evolved from Q* = 10 Get’* (solid lines) up to Qs = 1Oe GeV2 (dotted lines). 
Shown &o are the distributions evaluated at the intermediate Qs-values of IO*, 10s 
and 10’ GeV*. 
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Figure 16: Feynman diagrams contributing to psrton-parton scattering in lowest 
order. 

of the sensitivity to the boundary conditions of the extraction method. It should 
be noted that the uncertainties in the Qs-scale, the uncertainties in the structure 
functions and the unknown contribution from higher order calculations represent an 
intrinsic systematic error on all theoretical predictions. 

Figure 16 shows the diagrams contributing to two-jet production in pp 
collisions. The important contributions to the cross section are the t-channel con- 
tributions. The angular distribution in the center of mass system is thus similar to 
Rutherford scattering: 

d& IW 
^=$g dt (11) 

Because of color factors, the two-jet cross section at the parton level is dominated 
by gluon-gluon scattering. To obtain the observed cross section, the parton cross 
sections need to be folded with the proton structure function. Although the cross 
section is dominated by gluon-gluon scattering at the parton level, the situation 
is significantly different at the proton level. Since the gluon distribution function 
peaks at low z (see figure 14), the gluon-gluon contribution is heavily suppressed 
for high subprocess center of mass energies. Figure 17 shows the expected fractions 
of gg, q?j and qg + qg final state two-jet events in the pseudorapidity range (n] < 2 
as function of the parton center of mass energy & = zizs s. The suppression of 
the gluon contribution with increasing & due to the steeply falling gluon structure 
function with increasing z is clearly visible. The importance at the detector level of 
each of the eight basic (2 + 2) processes shown in figure 16 depends on the structure 
functions describing the initial quark and gluon fluxes. 

The final stage of the hard scattering process is the formation of colorless 
hadrons from the outgoing colored partons called fragmentation or hadronization 
(see fig. 13). This process is a soft process and the hadrons are produced with small 
pt with respect to the initial parton direction. Since the hadrons follow the initial 
parton direction and produce a confined jet of particles, the observed hadronic jet 
can be associated with the colored parton produced in the hard scattering process. 

A typical gip event appears in the detector as two beam jets at high absolute 
values of pseudorapidity, remnants of the incoming proton and anti-proton, and two 
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Figure 17: Fractions of gg, qq and qg + qg final state two-jet events in the pseudo- 
rapidity range 171 < 2 as function of the parton center of mass energy &. 

or more high pt objects resulting from the hard parton-parton scattering. The 
partons that do not participate in the hard scattering give rise to the underlying 
event, which is well described by a flat rapidity distribution of low pt particles (cf. 
section 3.2). 

6 Jet Physics and QCD studies 

8.1 Jet finding 

The study of high p, jets allows high statistic tests of QCD predictions. Although 
high p, jets, which manifest themselves in a detector as localized deposits of energy, 
can be identified relatively easily, a quantitative study of jets is far from trivial. 
The basic assumption in jet measurements is that the observed jet distributions 
follow closely those of the parton processes. This assumption relies on the ability to 
experimentally define jets that are well matched with the theoretical predictions. 

Experimentally jets are identified using a jet finding algorithm. There are 
many different jet algorithms and every experiment utilizes different algorithms for 
different applications. For a jet finding algorithm to be acceptable, it must meet 
certain conditions. Above all, the algorithm must be robust, that is, it must be stable 
against fluctuations caused by fragmentation, by the underlying event and by the 
finite energy resolution of the calorimeter. Furthermore, it should give stable results 
independent of event topology. The algorithm should also be free of singularities 
over the whole angular coverage of the detector. The jet finding algorithm that is 
used in the final stages of the data analysis of comparing experimental data with 
theory must provide a good correlation between the parton and the jet, both in 
energy and position. 
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One of the most popular jet finding algorithms is the “fixed cone” algo- 
rithm. It is commonly used because it is very robust and allows an easy comparison 
between experiment and theory. This iterative algorithm consists of two stages: a 
pm-clustering stage and a jet-formation stage. In the pre-clustering stage contigu- 
ous towers, each with a transverse energy above typically 1 GeV are joined to form 
pre-clusters. Any pre-cluster with an energy above a couple of Get’ is considered a 
seed for the cluster finding. In the jet-formation stage, the energy of all cells within 
a cone of radius R = Ar12 + A’pr in (7, p)-space around the position of the seed is 
added to the cluster. The position of the cluster, using the energy weighted centroid 
of all towers in the cluster, is then recalculated. A new circle in (7, q~)-space is drawn 
around the recalculated position and the procedure is iterated until a stable cluster 
is found. The cluster that passes a certain El threshold is called a jet. The size of 
the cone is a parameter in the algorithm and is typically taken to be R = 0.7 at 
,/% = 1.8 TeV. 

The energy and transverse energy of the jet can be evaluated using the 
relations 

E duster = FE 

&“dW = F -% kcntroid 

E ld”atcr = c E; sin Qccnlroid 

The sum runs over all towers in the cluster and the vector n,,,troid is a unit vector 
pointing from the reconstructed vertex to the center of the cluster. The energy vector 
and the transverse energy of the cluster can be defined using the cluster centroid, 
as indicated in the relations given above. They can also be defined, however, using 
the centroids of the individual towers: 

E Cl”dSZ7 = CEi 
i 

&lcluater = c Ei& 

E tchatcr = FE;sinff; 

The vectors ri.; are now unit vectors parallel to the direction 29; given by the vertex 
of the event and the geometric center of tower i. There is no compelling reason to 
use one or the other and it is a matter of experimental preference which definition 
is used. The CDF collaboration uses the former definition while the UAl and UA2 
collaborations use the latter. Also IY.3 will use the latter definition. 

An experimentally difficult task is to translate the observed jet energy 
to the initial parton energy. Detector effects as well as physics effects have to be 
taken into account to establish the absolute energy scale for jets. Non-compensating 
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Figure 18: Nonlinearity of the (a) CDF and (b) UA2 detector. 

calorimeters and non-linearities in their response are main detector effects contribut- 
ing to a shift of the jet energy with respect to the original parton energy. Figure 18 
shows the ratio of the observed energy in the calorimeter and the measured parti- 
cle momentum as function of the particle momentum for both CDF (Fig. Ha) and 
UA2 (Fig. 18b). Both calorimeters show substantial non-linearities at low momenta. 
These non-linearities in detector response cause the observed jet energy to be sys- 
tematically lower than the parton energy. Knowing the charged particle momentum 
spectrum within a jet, this effect can on average be corrected for. 

Besides the purely detector effects, there are physics effects that change 
the observed jet energy. Two effects are illustrated in figure 19. Plotted here is 
the distribution of energy for two-jet events as function of ‘p, the azimuthal angle 
with respect to the leading jet. The two peaks at ‘p = 0’ and p = 180” result from 
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Figure 19: Distribution of energy in two-jet events as function of ‘p, the azimuthal 
angle with respect to the leading jet. 
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Figure 20: Correction factor applied to the observed cluster energy to obtain the 
corresponding jet energy for the CDF detector. The dashed lines represent the limit 
of the systematic uncertainty assigned to the correction. 

the two-jet dominance of the events. As is shown in the figure, energy that is part 
of the jet energy, is lost outside the fixed cone of the clustering algorithm due to 
fragmentation effects. On the other hand, energy from the underlying event, which 
is estimated from the flat energy distribution between the jets, is added to the jet 
energy. 

The observed jet energies need to be corrected for all these effects, most of 
which depend on 7 and pt. CDF has done a careful study of the systematic effects 
on jet energies (321 and the results are summarized in figures 20 and 21. Figure. 20 
shows the total correction factor to be applied to the observed cluster energy as 
function of the corrected jet energy. Correction factors of up to 50% are applied for 
low energetic jets. Figure 21 shows the total systematic error on the jet energy and 
the individual contributions aa function of the energy of the jet. 
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Figure 21: Individual contributions to, and total systematic error on the jet energy 
as determined for the CDF detector. 
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6.2 Jet production and production properties 

In the parton model the jet production cross section is given by equation 10. It 
was noted there that the dominant contributions at all values of pt came from the 
t-channel exchange diagrams. Since the matrix elements of the t-channel diagrams 
are similar, the rates of quark-quark, quark-gluon and gluon-gluon scattering is de- 
termined by structure functions and color factors. Considering that at present one 
does not experimentally distinguish between the different final states and that one 
cannot distinguish between the different incoming partons, the similarity between 
the different matrix elements allows one to use the “single effective subprocess ap- 
proximation” [33], that is, the differential cross section can be written as 

where 

d%r F(r1) F(r2) d+a..(l,2 --+ 3,4) = -- 
&c, dzz dcos9’ zI zz2 d cos 9’ (14) 

F(X) = G(z) + i C(Qi(x) + Gi(x)) (15) 

The parton cross section &Se. is in this approximation the cross section of a dominant 
parton-parton scattering process taken to be 99 + 99: 

d+g -+ w) 9 3 (3 + cm2 t9.y 

dcosd’ = 8 2i (1 -cos~*)~ 06) 

The structure function F(r) is a combination of the quark, anti-quark and gluon 
structure functions. 

The structure function F(z) and the angular distribution can be extracted 
from the topology of two-jet events. Since. the cross section is proportional to the 
product F(z,)F(zZ) both z1 and z2 have to be known to extract F(z). These 
variables are readily obtained from the measured parton relative center of mass 
energy, T, and the measured Feynman z-variable, ZF, defined through the relations 

7= 
i (Ps +Pd2 

x,x2 =-= 
3 s 

xp = x, - x2 = 
?GL + G4L 

w 

Note that the parton center of mass energy is simply the di-jet invariant mass, 
L? = z1 z2 s = rn:,. Solving the two equations for t, and z2 yields, 

1 
2: = p”F + &-TG] 

The direction 0’ in the parton center of mass system is given by 

co6 9’ = (p’3 - F4) . (6 - 1;2) 
IF3 - &I IF1 - 621 
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Figure 22: The effective structure function F(z) as measured by the UAl collabora- 
tion. The curves show the QCD prediction with and without the gluon contribution, 
evaluated at two Qr-values. 

Both the UAl and UA2 experiments have extracted F(z) using inclusive jet 
data [35]. Figure 22 shows the UAl measurement of F(z) with the QCD prediction 
evaluated at two values of the Qs-scale. The fraction of the proton momentum 
carried by the partons decreases exponentially with increasing z. The expected 
distribution due to quarks and antiquarks only without the gluon contribution is 
shown separately. The data demonstrates that the jet cross section at low I cannot 
be described by quark-antiquark scattering alone, but is in good agreement with the 
full QCD calculation showing the non-abelian nature of the strong interactions. 

Because of the dominance of the t-pole exchange diagrams, the di-jet angu- 
lar distribution, as given in equation 16, follows closely a Rutherford law. Figure 23 
shows the two-jet angular distribution as measured by UAl [36]. The broken curve 
is the exact angular distribution predicted by all QCD tree graphs. The full curve 
is the QCD prediction including non-scaling effects. 

Deviations from Rutherford scattering and non-scaling effects are more 
pronounced when the angular distribution is plotted as function of the variable 
x = (1 + cosS*)/(l - cos9’) [34]. For pure Rutherford scattering the differential 
cross section du/dx is constant. Figure 24 shows the UAl measured x-distribution. 
The data, which shows a marked increase with increasing x, follows nicely the QCD 
prediction provided higher order scale breaking effects are taken into account. 
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Figure 23: The UAl two-jet angular distribution versus costi’. The broken curve 
shows the leading order QCD prediction; the solid curve takes into account scale 
breaking effects. 
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Figure 24: UAl two-jet angular distribution versus x = (1 + cos 9*)/( 1 - cos 9’). 
The broken curve shows the leading order QCD prediction; the solid curve includes 
scale breaking corrections. 
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Three jet events result from the emission of a hard gluon in the initial or 
final state. The final state parton configuration for a (massless) three body final state 
is specified by five independent variables. Three angular variables and two energy 
fractions in the parton center of mass system are commonly chosen to specify the 
final state of the process (1, 2 ---t 3, 4, 5). The three angular variables are the angles 
S;, $ and ‘p. The angle t9; is the angle between parton 3 and the beam direction. The 
angle 4 indicates the angle between the plane spanned by the direction of partons 4 
and 5 and the plane defined by parton 3 and the beam axis. The remaining azimuthal 
degree of freedom of parton 3 with respect to the beam direction is described by the 
angle (o. Since the final state is isotropic for unpolarized beams the p-dependence 
is generally integrated out. For the two remaining independent variables the energy 
fractions zs and t., of the outgoing partons 3 and 4 are taken. They are scaled to 
the total subprocess center of mass energy such that es + zq + es = 2. The partons 
are ordered in a way that zs > 14 > zs. 

Figure 25 shows the distributions for es and tq as obtained by CDF [37]. 
The data sample was obtained by requiring at least three energy clusters, each 
having an Et > 10 GeV, falling within the angular region ]q] < 3.5. To ensure 
that the jets are well separated from each other and from the beams, kinematic cuts 
are applied. Soft gluon bremsstrahlung events are eliminated by requiring that the 
leading jet carries less than half the center of mass energy in the parton center of 
mass system, es < 0.9. This ensures that the jets from partons 4 and 5 are resolved 
as separate jets. The angular cuts 1 cosffj] < 0.6 and 30” < ]$I < 150” eliminate 
soft initial state gluon radiation and guarantee that all three jets are well separated 
from the beam jets. In addition to these cuts, the jets were required to be separated 
in (q,‘p)-space by 0.85 and to have a three-jet invariant mass mjjj > 250 GeV/c*. 
Along with the data are shown the predictions from phase-space, full QCD and qq 
initial states only. The data clearly prefers the full QCD calculation and significant 
deviations from the phase-space model are observed. This indicates that three jet 
events originate from a bremsstrahlung process, a proposition which is corroborated 
by the distribution of the angle $ in three-jet events and the similarity in angular 
distribution of the leading jet in two- and three-jet events [36, 37, 381 

The cross-section for inclusive production of jets as function of the jet 
transverse momentum has been measured by all collider experiments. The cross 
section for this process, which has been calculated to O(ni) in QCD [39], is domi- 
nated by (1,2 + 3,4) parton scattering. Figure 26 shows the UA2 inclusive jet cross 
section d*a/dptdT as function of pt for different 1111 bins [40]. The error bars shown 
include both statistical and p,-dependent systematic errors. The curves represent 
the QCD O(oz) calculation with Qr = ($I~)~ using the EHLQ structure functions. 
The agreement between the experimental data points and the QCD prediction is 
good for central values of n both in terms of p,-dependence and in terms of the val- 
ues for the absolute cross section. Only a marginal agreement is observed at large 
values of 171. It should be noted, however, that there are additional large systematic 
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Figure 25: Distributions of the CDF jet energy fractions +s and zq for 3-jet events 
as observed in the CDF detector. The predictions from phase-space, full QCD and 
qij initial states only are also shown. 

uncertainties, that are not indicated in the figure. First, there is a large experimen- 
tal systematic uncertainty resulting in an overall 32% systematic scale error on the 
cross section. This error is dominated by contributions from the model dependence 
of the acceptance correction calculations and by the systematic uncertainty on the 
absolute calorimeter energy scale of 11%. Secondly, as mentioned already in sec- 
tion 5, there are large theoretical systematic uncertainties due to the uncertainty in 
Qr-scale and the uncertainties in the parametrization of the distribution functions. 
UA2 has studied the effect of the different structure functions on the inclusive jet 
cross section [40]. Figure 27 shows the ratio of the measured inclusive jet cross 
section for the central region and the QCD calculation using the EHLQ structure 
functions. The curves represent calculations for different sets of structure functions, 
also normalized to the calculation using the EHLQ structure functions. All results 
are evaluated for Q* = ( ipt)‘, which gives the best description of the data for most 
cases. Excursions of up to 30% are observed by choosing different structure func- 
tions. Although the agreement between the QCD predictions and the experimental 
data, spanning seven orders of magnitude, is amazing, quantitative predictions are 
difficult because of the inherent large systematic experimental and theoretical errors 
in jet studies. It is a real challenge for the current collider experiments to constrain 
the QCD calculations and make quantitative predictions. Though the task seems 
daunting, the large data samples that will become available in the near future should 
make this possible. 

The measurement of the inclusive jet cross section also allows to study 
models of quark compositeness. If quarks are composite objects, their strong cou- 
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Figure 26: Inclusive jet cross section dzu/dptdv for different bins of pseudorapidity as 
measured by UA2. The curves represent a QCD U(a3) calculation with Q’ = ( $pt)z 

using the EHLQ structure functions. 
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Figure 27: Ratio of the inclusive jet cross section for the central region, shown in 
figure 26, and the QCD calculation using the EHLQ structure functions. The curves 
show the sensitivity to different structure functions. 
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Figure 28: Ratio of the UA2 inclusive jet data and the QCD calculation using the 
EHLQ structure functions evaluated at Q2 = (ipt)s. The solid curves show the 
predicted behavior, relative to the QCD calculation, for finite values of A,. 

pling will be modified to include a form factor 

Quark compositeness is phenomenologically described by adding a contact interac- 
tion between left-handed quarks to the Lagrangian [41]. The strength of the new 
interaction is characterized by an energy scale A,. This interaction adds a term 
to the inclusive cross section that is independent of ri, giving rise to an excess of 
events at large p, with respect to the standard QCD prediction, which corresponds 
to A, = 00. Figure 28 shows the ratio of the UA2 inclusive jet cross section data 
from the central region and the QCD calculation using A, = 00, Qs = ( ipt)’ and 
the EHLQ structure functions [40]. The calculations have been normalized to the 
data in the region 69 < pt < 79 GeV/c, where contributions from the contact term 
are negligible. The behavior predicted for finite values of A, relative to the QCD 
prediction are shown as solid curves. The UA2 data allows to set an upper limit 
on A, of 0.8 Tel/, at 95% confidence level. Since the greatest sensitivity to pos- 
sible substructure effects is at large pt, higher center of mass energies allow to set 
more stringent limits. CDF has reported an upper limit on A, of 1.4 TeV, at 95% 
confidence level [42]. 

6.3 Jet fragmentation 

Since the transformation process of outgoing colored quarks and gluons into col- 
orless jets of hadrons involves non-perturbative effects, quantitative predictions for 
the fragmentation process cannot be made within the perturbative QCD frame- 
work. Rather, the distribution of the jet momentum among the charged hadrons is 
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Figure 29: Charged fragmentation function D(z) as measured by CDF. The solid 
curve is a Monte Carlo prediction. 

described phenomenologically by a fragmentation function, LI(z, Qr), defined as 

o(z,Q2) = $- dN;Td 
,eta 

where 
Pll 

==izl 
(21) 

Here pii is the particle momentum parallel to the jet axis. The factor l/‘Nj,,, simply 
indicates the average over the number of jets in the data sample. The magnetic 
detectors CDF and UAl have both measured the fragmentation of jets [43,44]. The 
CDF study was based on two-jet events in the pseudorapidity range 0.1 < ]v/ < 0.7. 
The jets were identified using the cone algorithm with a jet cone of radius R = 1.0. 
For efficiency reasons, only events with a di-jet invariant mass mjj < 200 GeV/c’, 
and only charged tracks with pi, > 0.6 GeV/c were considered. The measured 
fragmentation function D(t) is shown in figure 29 [43]. Because of the steeply falling 
spectrum, the uncertainty on the jet momentum scale is the dominant systematic 
uncertainty, except for the region z < 0.05 where the acceptance and underlying 
event corrections are substantial. The tail of the fragmentation function, which 
goes out to z = 1, gives the relative probability that a jet fragments into one leading 
charged particle. 

The Qr-evolution of the fragmentation function is illustrated in figure 30. 
Shown here is the fragmentation function for six intervals in z, as function of the 
di-jet invariant mass, mjj, which is used as an estimator of Qr. Also plotted is the 
data from the e+e- experiment TASS0 as function of the e+e-center of mass en- 
ergy squared. As seen in section 5, QCD calculations predict logarithmic deviation 
from the scaling behavior, which is clearly observed. As Q” increases more particles 
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Figure 30: Evolution of the fragmentation function with rn:, for the CDF data (o) 
and with 8 for the TASS0 data (v). Th e curves are fits to the data points. Typical 
systematic errors for the CDF data arc indicated at the right. 

are observed at low z and fewer at high z, indicating a steepening of the fragmen- 
tation function with Q2. This behavior was illustrated in figure 15. The average 
charged momentum fraction has been extracted from the fragmentation function to 
be (fch) = 0.65 f 0.02 f 0.08, to be compared with the UAl and TASS0 result of 
(fch) = 0.47 f 0.02 f 0.05 and (fk) = 0.58 f 0.02, respectively [44,45]. It should be 
noted that predominantly gluon jets are produced at the Tevatron collider at J7; = 
1.8 TeV for di-jet invariant masses rnjj < 200 GeV/c' and jet transverse momenta 
of typically 50 GeV/c. The ratio of gluon jets to quark jets under these conditions 
is about 3:l. 

6.4 Direct Photons 

Direct photon production, pp + 7 +X, for which the two dominant processes are 
shown in figure 31, is of particular interest for QCD tests because it allows a direct 
measurement of the gluon structure function. Since the gluon structure function 
peaks in the low z region where the cross section is largest, the QCD Compton 
diagram (qg + 7~) will dominate over the annihilation diagram (@ -+ 79). This 
is fortunate since it is precisely the QCD Compton diagram that probes the gluon 
distribution inside the proton. Prompt photon production has experimentally sev- 
eral advantages over the study of jet production. First, it is possible to measure the 
transverse momentum of the photon in the electromagnetic calorimeter with much 
better accuracy than the transverse momentum of jets. Secondly, because the pho- 
ton is a parton, fragmentation effects arc absent. Furthermore, this process involves 
one coupling constant, the fine structure constant, which is very well understood. 
This, however, is at the same time a disadvantage. Since the production of prompt 
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Figure 31: Dominant lowest order Feynman diagrams contributing to direct photon 
production. 

photons involves one electromagnetic coupling, the cross section is at least two or- 
ders of magnitude lower than the inclusive jet production cross section and tails of 
the jet production distributions become important and can constitute a substan- 
tial background. Initial and final state bremsstrahlung are an additional source of 
photons that dilute the signal. 

The main experimental difficulty is the separation of single 7’s from mul- 
tiple 7’s from x0 and no decays. Both the CDF and UA2 experiment determine the 
v” background in the direct photon data sample on a statistical basis. CDF uti- 
lizes strip chambers, embedded in the electromagnetic calorimeter at approximately 
shower maximum, to distinguish showers originating from a single photon or from 
two photons on the basis of the transverse shower profile [46]. The method used by 
UA2 is based on measuring the number of photon conversions that occur in the pre- 
radiator [47]. This method has recently also been used by CDF. The data sample 
of photon candidates, being events where a conversion has occurred, consists of a 
signal sample of single photon events, and a background sample of rr” conversions. 
The fraction of observed conversions is thus 

Q! = fe, + (l-f)% 

The fraction f of direct photon candidates is then given by 

f= 
a - E, 

e-f - GT 

Here, E-, is the conversion probability for a single photon; E, is the conversion prob- 
ability for a +‘, which can be derived from G,. These conversion probabilities are 
determined using a Monte Carlo. 

The measured UA2 invariant inclusive cross section for prompt photon 
production in the region ]u] < 0.76, based on an integrated luminosity of .C = 
7.4 f 0.4 pb-’ is shown in figure 32a [47]. The cross section has been corrected 
of course for the background contamination. Figure 32b shows the multi-photon 
background fraction in the sample of direct photon candidate events as function of 
the photon transverse momentum. Large background fractions are incurred at low 
transverse momenta. The curves show the next-to-leading order QCD prediction [48] 
for different sets of structure functions and different choices of Q2-scale. In general 
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Figure 32: a) The invariant differential cross section for direct photon production 
in the central region (]q] < 0.76), as measured by UA2, compared with the QCD 
calculations. The inset shows a comparison between the differential cross section for 
direct photon and jet production at 7 = 0. b) Fractional multi-photon background 
contamination in the sample of direct photon candidate events. 

there is good agreement between the data and the theoretical prediction. The inset 
in figure 32a illustrates the effect of the electromagnetic coupling constant, where 
the photon production cross section (lower data points) is compared with the jet- 
production (upper data points) at n = 0. 

Figure 33 shows the sensitivity of the invariant cross section to the gluon 
structure function [49]. Plotted are the invariant cross sections as function of the 
photon pseudorapidity for a photon with transverse momentum pt = 10 GeV/c 

(fig. 33a) and pt = 20 GeV/c (fig. 33b) f or I d’ff erent parametrizations of the gluon 
distribution function. The error bars indicated are the statistical errors correspond- 
ing to an integrated luminosity of 1 pb-‘, assuming full detection efficiency. The 
gluon distribution function was parametrized as 

z G(z) = z-’ (1 - z)* 

and the parameters E and b were only allowed to vary over a range allowed by the 
currently available experimental data. Since the gluon distribution peaks at low z 
values, the greatest sensitivity to the parameters is clearly at small p, values. At 
larger pt values the sensitivity remains, given direct photons can be detected down to 
pseudorapidities of In] = 3. Although removing the background from rr” conversions 
and from bremsstrahlung processes will experimentally be difficult, the production 
of prompt photons is a promising process that can provide new insight in the small 
+-behavior of the gluon distribution function. The sensitivity of the prompt photon 
production in j?p collisions to different parametrizations of the gluon distribution is 
competitive with the expected sensitivity at the HERA ep-collider [SO]. 
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Figure 33: Invariant cross section for direct photon production as function of pseudo- 
rapidity for different parametrizations of the gluon distribution function for photons 
with (a) pt = 10 GeV/c and (b) pl = 20 GeV/c. 

6.5 Jet Mass Spectroscopy 

In the standard model, the dominant decay modes of the intermediate vector bosons 
are the decays in quark-antiquark pairs. It is experimentally very challenging to 
detect this signature because of the copious QCD background and the limited energy 
resolution of hadron calorimeters. The UA2 collaboration has observed a signal of 
only 5% above the QCD background, consistent with hadronic decays of W and 2’ 
bosom, with a significance of five standard deviations (fig. 34a) [51]. The signal 
over background ratio is plotted in figure 34b. The solid line is a double Gaussian 
fit to the data. The dashed line indicates the contribution from hadronic decays 
of W-bosons only. The two-jet mass resolution is clearly too poor to identify the 
IV- and Z”-mass peaks separately. At future hadron colliders jet spectroscopy will 
be one of the crucial experimental features and the study of hadronic decays of the 
intermediate vector bosom wilI give important information regarding the feasibility 
of certain studies planned with future calorimeters. 

The most promising decay modes to study the intermediate vector bosons 
are the leptonic decay channels, which will be the topic of discussion of the next 
section. 
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Figure 34: a) Signal of hadronic decays of W- and Z”-bosons observed in the UA2 
di-jet invariant mass spectrum. The solid line is a fit to the data assuming a double 
Gaussian resolution function for the hadronic W and Z” decays. b) Signal over 
background ratio. The dashed line indicates the W-contribution only. 

7 Intermediate Vector Boson Physics 

7.1 Theoretical Preliminaries 

The study of the properties of the Intermediate Vector Bosons (IVB’s) allows for pre- 
cision tests of the theory of electroweak and strong interactions. The theory which, 
based on local gauge invariance, unifies the electromagnetic and weak interactions, 
is called the standard model [52]. In this model the electromagnetic and weak in- 
teractions are governed by the local symmetry group SU(2) x U(1). In analogy to 
the notion of (approximate) isospin invariance of the strong interactions, introduced 
by Heisenberg, the SU(2) symmetry transformations here are called “weak isospin” 
rotations. Similarly, the group U(1) 1s associated with a “weak hypercharge” oper- 
ator. The four gauge fields of the group SU(2) x U(1) are identified with the three 
weak intermediate vector bosom W* and Z’, carriers of the weak force, and the 
photon, the carrier of the electromagnetic force. 

Since mass terms cannot be introduced in the Lagrangian in a gauge in- 
variant way, masses for the gauge bosons are generated through the so-called Higgs 
mechanism, whereby the N(2) x U(1) y s mmetry is spontaneously broken by the 
introduction of complex scalar fields which acquire a non-vanishing vacuum expecta- 
tion value. The transformation from weak interaction eigenstates to mass eigenstates 
through diagonalization of the mass matrices mixes the different quark flavors. This 
mixing is described by the unitary Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix. 

Since neutrino’s are (still?) massless, there is no flavor mixing in the lepton sector. 
After spontaneous symmetry breaking and mass diagonalization, the in- 

teraction Lagrangian for the fermions can be written as a sum of a neutral current 
and a charged current Lagrangian. The interactions with the intermediate vector 
bosons contain both a vector and an axial vector coupling. In the charged current 
sector, both couplings have the same strength. Their respective coupling strengths 
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with the neutral vector bosons are given by 

g{ = I3 - 2 Qf sin’9, (22) 

s: = 13 (23) 

where 13 is the third component of the weak isospin and Qf the charge of the fermion. 
Since left-handed leptons and quarks are assigned to SU(2) doublets, 13 is +i for 
neutrino’s and charge i quarks and -i for the electron, muon and tau-lepton and 
the charge -5 quarks. 

In order to increase the experimental signal over the background, all ex- 
periments initially study the weak intermediate vector bosons through their leptonic 
decays. The branching ratio for decay into leptons, however, is comparatively small. 
The decay width for the Z”-boson into leptons and quarks is given by 

l?(ZO + e+L-) = 
GF M; 
yj--&f- (9V + d”) 

IyZO + qzj) = 3 y;z (g’v2 t gz2) (1 t -(;‘)) Fq: (25) 

The term (1 + a./~) is a QCD correction factor and Fqi takes into account phase- 
space suppression for massive quarks. The factor 3 in equation 25 arises from the 
three color degrees of freedom of the quarks. Using the expressions for g: and gf, 
given in equations 22, 23 and the measured Z” total decay width, l?z = 2.55 GeV, 
one can readily show that the branching ratio for Z”‘s decaying into an electron- 
positron pair is about 3%. 

The decay width of W*-bosons into leptons is given by 

Iyw + ev) = 
GF M& 

6~~5 

Since the coupling strengths for the vector and axial vector couplings have the same 
strength for all fermions in the charged current sector (gv = ga = 1) the ratio of 
the decay width into quarks and leptons includes only the appropriate quark mixing 
matrix element (cf. eq. 25) 

r(w + di’) 
ryw -+ ev) = 3 IV,,] 1 + (27) 

Using equations 26 and 27 the W-leptonic branching ratio can be determined easily. 
A much quicker way to get an estimate of the branching ratio is to look at the number 
of available decay channels for the W-boson. If the top quark is heavier than the 
W-boson and approximating the CKM-matrix by a diagonal unitary matrix, i.e. 
Vud = V,, = 1, there are only two hadronic decay channels for the W: W -+ ud, 
W -+ cs. Ignoring the two correction factors in equation 27, it immediately follows 
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Figure 35: Feynman diagrams to lowest order for producing intermediate vector 
bosons. 

from this equation that the partial decay branching ratio for each of the three 
leptonic decay modes of the W-boson is i. 

Figure 35 shows the lowest order Feynman diagrams for the production 
of IVB’s. The IVB’s are produced through q?j annihilation and therefore have no 
transverse momentum in lowest order (fig. 35a). Higher order QCD processes gen- 
erate the IVB transverse momentum. The production of Z”-bosons at pp colliders 
is the time reversed process of Z”-production at LEP, convoluted with the parton 
distribution functions. The essential characteristics of this process in $ip collisions 
are similar to production in efe- collisions and are discussed in the lectures on LEP 
physics at this school. 

The production and subsequent leptonic decay of W*-bosons is governed 
by helicity conservation and its spin 1 nature. Since the W’s are produced from the 
fusion of a left-handed quark and a right-handed antiquark, the W’s are almost fully 
polarized along the antiproton direction, as indicated in figure 36. Consequently, 
the positron (electron) from the W+ (W-) decay will be emitted preferentially along 
the antiproton (proton) direction. The angular distribution of the W+-decay lepton 
from W+-production through &fusion is given by 

d& 
d cos 19’ 

i(1+ cos9’)2 

(i - M&)2 + (rw Mw)~ 

where 9’ is the angle between the outgoing positron and the incoming z-quark. The 
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Figure 36: (a) W* production: polarization of the W* due to the V-A coupling; 
(b) W* leptonic decay: preferred direction of the decay leptons. 

V-A coupling of the W-bosons to the leptons is reflected in the strongly asymmetric 
(1 t cos S*)r angular dependence. 

Since the decay of W-bosons involves neutrinos, which escape detection, 
the presence of neutrinos is inferred from a large momentum imbalance. Now, any 
collider detector has by necessity openings in the forward and backward regions to 
allow the particle beams to enter the device and no collider detector is capable of 
measuring the total energy flow in the beam directions. Moreover, in hadron col- 
lisions the remnants of the initial proton and antiproton carry a large fraction of 
the initial momentum and escape along the beam pipe. The common technique 
therefore to detect neutrinos is to look for a large missing transverse momentum. 
Since the longitudinal momentum of the neutrino is not measured directly, there is 
always an ambiguity when boosting to the W-rest frame and thus an ambiguity in 
the angle 9’. The angle 9 * is thus not the optimal variable for the study of the pro- 
duction properties of W-bosom. Much more suited is the transverse momentum of 
the decay lepton. In lowest order, when the W-boson has no transverse momentum, 
the relation between the transverse momentum and the angle 9’ is given by 

Making the coordinate transformation from r9’ to pr involves the Jacobian transfor- 
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mation 

(‘w 

Since angles 29’ and x - 9’ contribute to the same $1, terms linear in costi’ cancel 
and the lepton p, spectrum is given by 

d& 
@= 

.5 3 1 -2$/i -- 
i 2 (1-4$/i); (30) 

This cross section diverges at jt = @. The divergence comes from the Jacobian 
transformation and is called the Jacobian peak. When integrating equation 30 over 
i the Breit-Wigner removes the singularity but leaves a sharp peak at it = ifi. 
Higher order QCD corrections, which give the W a transverse momentum, smear 
out this peak a bit more. 

The mass of the W-boson can be determined using the pI spectrum of 
either the decay lepton or the neutrino. The quantity which is least sensitive to the 
pr of the W, and thus better suited for measuring the W-mass [53], is the transverse 
mass defined as 

m: = (pi t pY)2 = 2 ]$;I lgtv;“l (1 - cos @) (31) 

where Q’” ’ 1s the azimuthal angle between the decay lepton and the neutrino. 

7.2 IVB Identification and Partial Production Cross Sections 

In the lepton detection for W and Z events all experiments apply similar cuts aimed 
at finding high pt isolated leptons. The main background to electrons comes from 
jets which fragment into a leading x0 and from no’s that overlap with charged 
pions. Also photon conversions can result in fake electron candidates. The UA2 
experiment, which has excellent electron identification, applies only calorimetric 
cuts in the first stage of their electron identification. They require in the first step 
of the electron selection an electromagnetic cluster and only apply a cut on the 
cluster radius and the leakage of the shower into the hadronic compartment. Figure 
37 shows the d&electron invariant mass spectrum for the Z”-sample after this first 
stage of electron identification [54]. The mass peak at the Z”-mass is clearly visible. 
The background is mainly QCD background and a small fraction of Drell-Yan events. 
In the second stage the cuts are more refined: the lateral as well as transverse 
shape of the shower is required to be consistent with electrons as determined from 
test beams. Moreover, track-calorimeter and track-preshower cluster matching is 
required. Figure 38a shows the di-electron invariant mass distribution for the final 
data sample of 169 events obtained by UA2 for the determination of the production 
cross section, based on a total integrated luminosity of 7.4*0.4 p5-‘. In the selection 
of this data sample strict selection criteria were applied to one electron and looser 
criteria to the other electron leg. 
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Figure 37: UA2 invariant mass spectrum for pairs of electromagnetic cluster in the 
calorimeter. The solid line is a fit to an exponentially falling QCD background and 
a Gaussian resonance. 

Figure 38b shows the d&muon invariant mass distribution of the Z” + 
p+pL- data sample of UAl [55]. Thi s sample consists of 52 events obtained with 
an integrated luminosity of 4.6 pb-‘. Muon events in UAl are selected by requir- 
ing a high quality track, isolated in both the central detector and the calorime- 
ter, and a matching track in the muon chambers. Isolation in the central detector 
is defined as the sum of the transverse momenta of all charged tracks in a cone 
AR = dAqa + A$ = 0.4 around the muon direction to be less than 1 GeV/c. The 
isolation requirement on the calorimeter requires the total transverse energy in a 
cone of AR = 0.7 around the muon direction not to exceed 5 GeV. 

It is obvious from figure 38 that the mass resolution for the muon decay 
channel is much worse than for the electron channel. This is true in general for 
hadron collider experiments. Recall that the invariant mass of the di-lepton system 
is given by 

2 mflf, = 4 El, Et, sin’ a/2 

where a is the angle between the two leptons. The mass resolution g,,, can then be 
estimated from the accuracy with which the energies and directions of the leptons 
are measured, VEX,, cry<, , v,: 

Q- = $2)' t (2y t (tan;;,2))2 m 

Since the direction of charged particles is measured quite accurately in tracking de- 
vices, the error on the mass resolution due to the error on a is negligible. Electron 
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Figure 38: Invariant mass spectrum of (a) electron pair candidate events of the UA2 
Z”-data sample, (b) muon pair candidate events of the UAl Z”-data sample. 

energies are measured with a resolution of Q/E x 0.15/o, while the muon mo- 
mentum resolution is typically up/p N 0.5%~ (pin GeV/c) for UAl. The respective 
mass resolution is thus 

0.15 55%- 
J;;; 

electrons 
m 

E 1.8 x 1O-3 m muons 

with m in GeV/c’. For an invariant mass m of 90 Gel//c2 the mass resolution 
for the electron decay channel is a,,, Y 1.4 GeV/c’, while for the muon channel 
the resolution is an order of magnitude worse, a,,, x 14 GeV/c’. Furthermore, the 
resolution increases linearly with m for the muon channel, whereas for electrons it 
decreases as l/6, showing the superiority of the electron channel. For the CDF 
detector the momentum resolution is much better, upt/pt = 0.11% pt (pl in GeV/c’) 
[57], and for the muon decay channel the Z”-boson mass can be determined with 
an accuracy comparable to the one achieved using the electron channel. The most 
precise measurement of rnz still comes from the electron calorimetric measurement, 
though. 

In contrast to the selection of Z”-events, which is based on the identification 
of two isolated high pt leptons, the detection of the decay of the W-boson, W* + 
!*v, is based on a very different method, because the neutrino escapes detection. 
The production of a neutrino is inferred from an apparent pt imbalance in the event 

p’t = fi = -cE;li; (32) 
t 

where E; is the transverse energy in the ith calorimeter cell and fi; a unit vector 
pointing from the vertex in the direction of the center of the ith calorimeter cell (cf. 
eq. 13). 
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Figure 39: Distribution of py of the W-candidate event sample, requiring one electron 
candidate with p; > 20 GeV/c. The dashed curve is the estimated QCD background. 

A good measurement of $’ requires calorimetry down to small polar an- 
gles and good knowledge of its response, especially its low energy response. The 
resolution on the missing transverse momentum is parametrized by 

dN 1 
-“~exp 
df: 

The parameter A depends on the total transverse energy in the event and is well 
parametrized by A = a (&)B. The reported values for the parameters a and p for 
UAl, UA2 and CDF are, (CY = 0.7, p = 0.5), (cx = 0.8, p = 0.4) and (a = 0.7, p = 
0.5), respectively [58, 59, 601. Figure 39 shows the p; spectrum of the UA2 inclusive 
electron sample, retaining only electrons with a p, > 20 GeV/c [54]. The Jacobian 
peak at large p’; is clearly visible, whereas the region of low p; is dominated by fake 
electrons from QCD background events. The missing pt resolution is clearly not good 
enough to separate the W-events and the background into two distinct classes. The 
background in the W-signal region is estimated using a sample of events dominated 
by 7’s from the decay of high p1 x0’s and normalizing its missing pt spectrum to 
the g spectrum of the W-candidate sample for p; < 10 GeV/c. Because the QCD 
background tends to peak at low values of the transverse mass, its background was 
found to be negligible after applying the final kinematic selection criteria for W- 
events, which were pz > 20 GeV/c, pr > 20 GeV/c and mt > 40 Gel/‘/c’. The 
dominant background in the final sample of 2041 events, was the decay W + W, + 
ev,v,v,, estimated to be 3.8%. 

Since the IVB’s are detected through their leptonic decays, the product of 
the total production cross section and the leptonic branching ratio is measured 

L nz = u(fjp + 2’ + X) . BR(Z” + l+l-) 
1 cw = u(pp + W’ + X) BR(W* + l*q) 
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Exp. & B CP~) 4~ B bb) 

UAl ugP 58.6 f 7.8 f 8.4 UAl et; 609 f 41 f 94 
CT? 74 f 14 f 11 uFy 630 f 50 31 100 

CT& 630 f 130 f 120 

UA2 uy 65.6 f 4.0 f 3.8 UA2 of& 682 h 12 f 40 
UT 121 +‘y; f 10 

CDF UT 209 f 13 i 17 CDF c$,, 2190 & 40 f 210 

Table 1: Intermediate vector boson partial production cross sections. 

These partial production cross sections are determined from the rate of observed 
events, the measurement of the integrated luminosity and the knowledge of the 
lepton detection efficiency and detector acceptance. Table 1 lists the production 
cross sections as measured by all three collider experiments. Figure 40 shows their 
dependence on center of mass energy. The solid line in the figure is the first order 
QCD prediction [61]; the dashed lines indicate the theoretical uncertainty. Since 
the quantity that is measured is the product of the total production cross section 
and the leptonic branching ratio, the theoretical prediction depends on the mass 
of the top quark. If the mass of the top quark increases, the production cross 
section will increase due to the larger available phase space for the leptons. The 
calculation shown in figure 40 has been carried out assuming a top quark mass of 
rut = 40 GeV/c’. The data clearly favors a higher mass for the top quark. Recently 
a calculation of the IVB production cross section to full second order has become 
available [62]. Although the second order contribution increases the cross section by 
about lo%, the data still prefers a top quark mass higher than 50 Gel/‘/c’. Due to 
the large errors on the measured cross sections no stringent limits on the top quark 
mass can be set, though. 

Ratios of measured quantities are always very attractive since many of the 
experimental errors and sometimes even the theoretical uncertainties cancel. Using 
the measured IVB production cross sections two kinds of ratios can be formed: i) the 
ratio of the production cross section for the W- and Z”-boson and their subsequent 
decay into a specific lepton flavor, and ii) the ratio of the IVB partial production 
cross sections for their various decay modes. The former gives a measurement of the 
W total decay width, I?w; the latter allows to check lepton universality in both the 
charged and neutral current sector. 

I - 
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Figure 40: Intermediate vector boson partial production cross sections in j!p col- 
lisions. Only statistical errors are shown. The solid lines indicate the theoretical 
predictions calculated to first order in Q., assuming a top quark mass of 40 GeV/c'. 
The dashed lines represent the uncertainty on the theoretical predictions. 

The ratio of the IV- and Z”-partial production cross sections, R, is defined 
as 

R = 2 = u(Fp + w* + X) Iyw* ---t tfv,) r(z) 

u(~p + zo t x) qzo + e+t-) r(w) (34) 

In taking the ratio not only the experimental but also the theoretical uncertainties 
largely cancel. Hence, the available Z” statistics limits the precision on R, which 
has been measured by the three experiments to be [55, 54, 56, 631 

R' = 9.1 ?;I; UAl 

R" = 10.4 ‘;:; z’cO.8 UAl 

R" = 10.4 ‘;:; * 0.3 UA2 

R” = 10.2 f 0.8 f 0.4 CDF 

The first two terms in equation 34 do not depend on the mass of the top quark. The 
dependence on the top quark mass and on the number of neutrino species comes in 
through total decay width of the W and Z’. Figure 41 shows the dependence of R 
on the top quark mass for the case there are three and four light neutrino species. 
One should note the “kinks” in the prediction for R at the values rut = irnr and 
mt = mw - ms due to the change in available total phase space for the lepton 
decay channels of the Z”- and IV-boson, respectively. The gray band indicates the 
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Figure 41: Comparison of the ratio of the W and Z partial production cross section, 
R, as measured by UA2, and the standard model prediction as function of the top 
quark mass. The shaded band represents the la confidence interval on the mea- 
surement; the hatched regions are excluded at 90% confidence level. The solid lines 
correspond to the predicted R value assuming three or four light neutrinos, respec- 
tively. The dashed lines indicate the uncertainty due to the structure functions. 

one sigma UA2 measurement. Though not conclusive because of the limited Z” 
statistics, the measurements of R also seem to prefer a heavy t-quark. 

Using the measured total width of the Z”-boson at LEP, the measurement 
of R gives a direct measurement of the total width of the W, as equation 34 shows. 
Figure 42 shows the dependence of f’w on mt together with the world average value 
of l?w = 2.12 & 0.12 GeV [55]. The world average is in good agreement with the 
standard model prediction of I’w = 2.07 GeV, for top quark masses greater than 
the W-mass. Using the measured value for Frv a lower limit on the top quark mass 
of 51 GeV/c’ can be set, independent of its modes of decay. One should note that 
the measurement of l?bv is a window for objects with a mass $xr < mx < mw 
regardless of their decay modes, as long as they couple to W’s. 

The ratios of the partial production cross sections for the various W and 
Z” decay modes provide a test of lepton universality of the weak charged and neutral 
couplings at Q’ = M&n. Defining the weak charged and neutral coupling constants 
as 9; and k;, respectively, one has 

0 

2 
si = ow , BR( W* + l’v,L) r(w* + e$:) - 

(35) 
S? (TW. BR(W* i if+) - r(W* + +j) 
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Figure 42: Dependence of l?w on mtW. Indicated is the 90% confidence limit on the 
top quark mass derived from the UAl measurement alone and from the weighted 
average of the UAl, UA2 and CDF measurements. 

k; ’ 0 = nz. BR(Z’ + et!;) r(z” + e+q) 
6 Q. BR(Z” + &‘j-l;) = l?(Z” -+ i;l;) 

The results for 9; and k; obtained by the UAl and UA2 experiments are [63, 641 

g,/g, = 1.00 f 0.07 f 0.04 UAl 
gJg, = 1.01 f 0.10 f 0.06 UAl 
k,/k. = 1.02 f 0.15 f 0.04 UAl 
g& = 0.997 f 0.056 f 0.042 UA2 

These measurements support lepton universality in IVB decays to a level better 
than 15%. 

7.3 W Longitudinal Momentum Distribution 

The longitudinal momentum distribution of the IVB’s is expected to reflect the 
structure functions of the incoming annihilating quarks. The W fractional longitu- 
dinal momentum, LW E 2pr/fi, is equal to the difference between the fractional 
momenta tq and z? of the two annihilating partons. It is determined by the vector 
sum of the longitudinal momenta of the decay leptons in the same way as indicated 
in equation 18. Although the longitudinal momentum of the neutrino is not known, 
it can be inferred by imposing the W-mass on the lepton-neutrino system: 

m& = (Ef + E”y - (2% t p’yy (37) 
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Figure 43: Distribution of the measured UAl Q.zw distribution for the W + ev 
data sample. The solid line is the theoretical prediction using the EHLQ structure 
functions. 

This quadratic equation gives two solutions for the neutrino longitudinal momentum. 
For about half the events at center of mass energies of 630 GeV there is a unique 
value for the Feynman I of the IV, as either one of the two solutions is unphysical 
(jzw] > l), or both solutions give the same value for ZW. In the remaining cases 
there is a two-fold ambiguity and the solution for +w is chosen by convention. The 
UAl collaboration retains the pi solution which gives the smallest total energy 
imbalance in the event. 

Since the W+ (IV-) is produced by ud (Ed) fusion, the zw distribution 
is expected to be asymmetric as far as the 21 and d momentum distributions differ. 
In figure 43 is plotted the quantity Q-zw as measured by UAl [63], where Q is the 
sign of the charge of the W boson. zw is taken to be positive along the antiproton 
direction. Events with Q.zw < 0 then correspond to W production where the 
fractional momentum of the zl (iz) quark is larger than that of the d (a) quark. The 
converse is true for the Q.zw > 0 region. The data clearly exhibits an asymmetry, 
indicating that the zl quark distribution is harder than the d quark distribution as 
expected (cf. fig. 14). From the energy conservation relations, equations 17 and 18, 
and the known W charge, the z, and zd distribution functions can be disentangled. 
The UAl collaboration has determined the mean values of the r~ and d distribution 
functions to be (zU) = 0.17 i 0.01 and (zd) = 0.13 + 0.01 [63]. 
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7.4 IVB Angular Distribution 

As discussed in subsection 7.1, the angular distribution of the W decay leptons is 
expected to exhibit a pronounced angular asymmetry due to the pure V-A coupling 
of the charged currents. The angular distribution of the lepton of the decay of the 
W-boson in the W-rest frame has the form d&/d cost9’ 0: (1 + cos19*)r, where 9’ 
is the angle between the outgoing positively (negatively) charged lepton and the 
antiproton (proton) direction in the W-rest frame (cf. eq. 28). Due to higher 
order QCD processes, W’s are produced with a momentum transverse to the beam 
direction. This implies that the p and ij are not collinear in the W-rest frame and 
that the quark directions are not the p or p direction. In this case the Collins- 
Soper convention [65] is used, in which t9’ is measured with respect to the average 
of the p and p direction in the W-rest frame. A further complication arises in the 
determination of the angle 9’ because of the ambiguity in the Lorenta boost to the 
W-rest frame. As discussed in the previous section, the longitudinal momentum 
of the neutrino, needed for the Lorentz transformation, is inferred by imposing the 
W-mass on the lepton-neutrino system. The solution yielding the minimal total 
energy imbalance in the event is retained and is used for the boost to the W-rest 
frame. Figure 44 shows the W-decay angular distribution as function of Q.cos~*, 
as measured by UAl [63]. Q here is the charge of the W-boson. There is good 
agreement with the expected (1 $ cos19*)’ behavior. The slight excess of events 
near -1 is compatible with a small sea-sea contribution, which is about 2-4% at 
fi = 630 GeV. At Tevatron energies the sea-sea contribution, which has the 
opposite asymmetry, rises to about 10%. 

The production of Z”-bosons is identified through their decay in a pair 
of leptons. In j?p collisions lepton pairs are produced through virtual photon and 
Z”-exchange, and real Z”-production, very similar to the situation at e+e- colliders. 
Because of the 7 -Z” interference the angular distribution has a term linear in cos t9’ 

dk d cos 19’ 0: (1+ cosZ6’)(1 t Pi(i)) + &2(i) cos.9’ 

which causes a forward backward asymmetry defined as 

A s 
FB = 

,‘&dcosd* - J:, &dc*sti’ 

j; &d cos 9’ t S_“, &dc*s 9’ 

It is obvious that the parameters F, and Fz, which are a function of the parton center 
of mass energy, depend on the vector and axial-vector couplings of the fermions (see 
section 7.1). The measurement of the angular distribution is thus sensitive to the 
value of sin’ 29, . 

In order to compare the experimental angular distribution with the theo- 
retical prediction, the parton cross sections need to be convoluted with the parton 
distribution functions. One should note that, in contrast to the e+e- situation, 
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Figure 44: UAl electron decay angular distribution of W-bosons. The shaded band 
shows the expected contribution from annihilation processes involving wrong polar- 
ity sea quarks only. 

both the ‘1~ and the d quarks contribute which have different vector and axial vector 
coupling constants. An uncertainty in the predicted asymmetry arises here because 
of the uncertainty in the relative contribution of the valence u and d quarks. More- 
over, higher order QCD and QED corrections and background contributions all tend 
to dilute the asymmetry signal. The CDF collaboration has recently measured the 
electron decay angular distribution of Z”-bosons and found the forward-backward 
charge asymmetry to be A,PB = (5.3 f 5.9 * 0.4)% [66]. This translates into a 
value for sin’ 19, of sinr9, = 0.228 zt 0.016 ?c 0.002. It should be noted that this 
determination of sin’ 9, is independent of the IVB masses. 

7.5 IVB Transverse Momentum Distribution 

Higher order QCD contributions lead to non-zero transverse momenta of the IVB’s 
and the associated emission of gluons. Experimentally only the transverse momen- 
tum of the Z”-boson, P;‘, can be measured directly from the transverse momenta of 
the two final state leptons, whereas for an accurate measurement of Ffw the trans- 
verse momentum of the recoil hadrons needs to be determined. The best precision 
on thepf measurement is obtained using the electron decay channel of the Z”-boson. 
The accuracy reached by UA2 on the pf measurement is about zb2 GeV/c, which 
is dominated by the uncertainty on the electron energy measurement. Figure 45 
shows the UA2 pf measurement [67]. The average pf value of the distribution is 
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Figure 45: Spectrum of the transverse momentum of the Z”-boson as measured by 
UA2, compared with the QCD predictions for three different values of bqco. 

found to be (pf) = 7.0 f 0.4 f 0.1 GeV/c. The theoretical predictions for different 
values of &co, calculated using soft glum resummation techniques [61], are super- 
imposed on the data. The variation in the parameter L&D reflects the theoretical 
uncertainties in the pf calculation and does not constitute a measurement of AQCD. 

An accurate determination of the W transverse momentum is much more 
complex because the measurement of &” is inferred from the measurement of the 
transverse momentum of the recoil hadrons: 

$7; + p;” + g;ec s 0’ 

p;’ + p’t” = p;w = - ,;,== 

The determination of the transverse momentum of the W-boson thus implies an 
accurate measurement of the transverse momentum of the recoil jet. Since the py 
spectrum peaks at low pt values, a good understanding of the low energy hadron 
response of the calorimeter needs to be acquired in order to arrive at an accurate 
determination of $p. The nature of the ,i”” measurement requires a careful study 
of both the detector resolution and the systematic effects. 

The energy balance of W-events has a finite resolution due to the finite res- 
olution of the calorimeters. The resolution is studied by looking at the $, resolution 
in two-jet events and minimum bias events, which are expected to be the boundaries 
for the resolution in W-events. The #, resolution is parametrized, as discussed in 
conjunction with equation 33, as function of the total scalar I$ in the event. 

The energy balance in W-events can be systematically offset from zero. 
Three sources can be identified which contribute to this effect: i) initial state radia- 
tion produced at very small angles which escapes detection, ii) the fact that for slow 
particles, the energy measured in the calorimeter is smaller than their momentum, 
iii) calorimeter non-linearities and read-out thresholds. 
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Figure 46: Differential cross section du/dpr for W-production as measured by CDF. 
The band indicated by the solid lines is the next to leading order theoretical predic- 
tion using AQCD = 190 Mel/. 

Because of the similarity of the production mechanism for W- and Z”- 
events the best method to obtain a quantitative estimate on $y is to examine 
2’ -+ e+e- events. With the data collected to date, the statistics of Z”-events pre- 
vents an accurate determination of the systematic biases on fitrcc using this method. 
Rather, the effects are modelled in a Monte Carlo, cross checked with the Z”-data, 
and applied to the model for W-production, taking into account the small differ- 
ences predicted by theory. The determination of the W transverse momentum is an 
intricate study requiring a thorough understanding of many aspects of the detector. 
A much more detailed discussion can be found in the references [67, 68, 691. 

Figure 46 shows the differential cross section, du/dpp, as measured by 
CDF, of their data sample of 2496 W* + ebb events based on an integrated lu- 
minosity of 4.05 f 0.28 pb-’ (661. The band indicated by the solid lines is the 
next-to-leading order QCD calculation [70] with AQCO = 190 MeV using the MRS 
structure functions. Besides providing a sensitive test of &CD, deviations from the 
QCD prediction at large pl could indicate new physics beyond the standard model. 
The data is in good agreement with the theory and no significant deviation from 
the standard model prediction is observed. Perhaps the most important reason for 
an accurate measurement of the W transverse momentum is because it is needed for 
the determination of the W transverse mass, and thus affects the accuracy of the 
W-mass measurement. 
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Figure 47: Spectra of (a) the transverse mass, (b) the electron transverse momentum, 
(c) the neutrino transverse momentum of the UA2 IV* + e*v data sample. The 
curves show the results of the fit, with the solid sections indicating the range over 
which the fit is performed. 

7.6 IVB Mass Determination 

The Z”-boson mass can be determined in a straightforward way from the lepton-pair 
invariant mass distribution. The invariant mass distribution is fitted to a relativis- 
tic Breit-Wigner shape, taking into account the detector resolution and the parton 
luminosity, leaving the Z”-mass and width as free parameters. The IV-boson mass 
cannot be determined directly from its leptonic decay products because the lon- 
gitudinal component of the neutrino momentum is unknown. Only the transverse 
component of the mass, as defined in equation 31, can be measured directly. In order 
to correctly account for the W longitudinal and transverse motion and the detector 
characteristics, Monte Carlo simulations are relied on to extract the W-mass. Since 
the mass of the W-boson and its decay width are correlated, probability density 
functions are generated in the variables p;l, #, and mt using a Monte Carlo simula- 
tion for a grid of W-masses and widths. In general a maximum likelihood fit is then 
performed in these variables to extract the W-mass and width. The most accurate 
measurement is obtained from the transverse mass distribution since this quantity 
uses the pt of both the electron and neutrino and is least sensitive to the W trans- 
verse momentum. Figure 47 shows the UA2 transverse mass distribution (a), and 
the pi (b) and py (c) spectra for their W* + e*:y data sample of 2065 events [71]. 
The current IV- and E’-mass measurements are summarized in table 2. The third 
error quoted in several cases is the error on the absolute energy scale. 
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Exp. Channel MWB (G=V) 

UAl 2’ + e+e- 93.1 f 1.0 % 3.0 
z” --t p+p- 90.7 ‘if f 3.2 

UA2 Z” --+ e+e- 91.74 ?K 0.28 f 0.12 f 0.92 

CDF Z” ---) e+e- 91.1 Lk 0.3 * 0.4 
20 + p+p- 90.7 * 0.4 f 0.2 

UAl W* -i e*v 82.7 =b 1.0 f 2.7 
W* + p*v 81.8+_;:0, * 2.6 
W* + rfv 89.0 f 3.0 f 6.0 

UA2 W* +e*v 80.35 f 0.33 f 0.17 

CDF W* --i e*v 79.91 f 0.35 f 0.24 f 0.19 
W* --t p*v 79.90 f 0.53 f 0.32 f 0.08 

Table 2: Intermediate vector boson masses. 

7.7 IVB Masses and Standard Model Parameters 

A precision measurement of the mass of the intermediate vector bosons probes the 
higher order corrections in the standard model. In the standard model the masses 
of the intermediate vector bosons are given by 

m, = m; cos2&, 2 
(38) 

AZ 
n&t = 

(1 - AT) sin* Zp, (39) 

with A2 = ira/fiGF. Here GF is the Fermi constant and (I the electromagnetic 
coupling constant. Using the Marciano-Sirlin convention for the renormalized pa- 
rameters [72], the first equation relating the W-mass to the Z”-mass holds to all 
orders. The value for AT is generated by higher order corrections in the standard 
model, with the dominant contributions coming from vacuum polarization diagrams. 
In leading-log approximation the contribution of the photon vacuum polarization to 
AT is given by 

AT = g ,,x, NcG ln 3 (40) 
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Figure 48: AT as function of the top quark mass for various Higgs masses. 

N, indicates the number of color degrees of freedom, 3 for quarks and 1 for leptons. 
Simply inserting the known values for the fermion charges and masses gives that 
AT o 0.07. There are, however, additional contributions to Ar that are not small. 
The main contribution comes from the top quark of which the dominant correction 
term to AT is quadratic in the top quark mass and carries a negative sign. Thus, 
if the top quark is heavy the value for AT is reduced. For a top quark mass of 
250 GeV/cz, for example, the additional contribution from the top quark is about - 
0.07, so that AT is reduced to its tree level value 0. The Higgs boson, new generations 
and possible extensions of the standard model also contribute but those contributions 
are generally less than 0.01. The relation between AT and rnt is given graphically in 
figure 48 for three different values of the mass of the Higgs boson [73]. The current 
value for AT, based on the world average W-boson mass, is AT = 0.048 f 0.025. It 
is clear that the current measurements do not yet provide a significant test of the 
higher order corrections in the standard model. 

Since the mass of the W-boson depends on AT figure 48 can be recast in a 
dependence of rnw on mt, shown in figure 49. The horizontal dotted lines indicate 
the error on the current CDF measurement of mw; the vertical dotted line is the 
limit on mt from a direct top quark search. If the W-boson mass is measured to 
an accuracy of 100 MeV/c r, indicated by the dashed lines in the figure, the window 
on standard model parameters is clearly narrowed down and a relatively stringent 
bound on the range of the top quark mass can be set. The situation becomes very 
interesting when the top quark has been discovered because the mass of the Z”- 
boson, W-boson and top quark should form a set of self-consistent measurements 
within the framework of the standard model. With an integrated luminosity of 
25 pb-‘, which both CDF and D0 expect to collect during the next collider run, 
the D0 experiment expects to be able to measure the W-mass to a precision of 
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Figure 49: Dependence of rrzw on ml for various masses of the Higgs boson. The 
dotted lines indicate the precision of the current CDF measurement of the W-boson 
mass and the limit on the top quark mass. The dashed lines indicate the window 
on mt set by a 100 Met’/? accurate measurement of mw. 

about 150 MeV/c’, resulting in an error on AT of about 0.008. The error on AT 
approximately scales with the error on the W-mass. 

One should realize that the study of the W-bosons and W-like objects 
becomes increasingly difficult with increasing 4. Although, for example, the W- 
production cross section increases by about a factor 3 going from fi = 0.63 TeV 
to fi = 1.8 TeV (see figure 50a) [Sl], the QCD 2-jet production increases by a 
factor 10, resulting in a worse signal to background ratio. In addition, the mean pt 
increases, which broadens the Jacobian peak of the W-decay and thus affects the 
precision of the W-mass determination. Moreover, the gain in cross section is partly 
undone because of a less central production of the W’s, illustrated in figure 50b. It 
is clear that the LHC and SSC are not the right machines to do precision studies in 
the W,Z sector. 

8 Heavy Flavors 

8.1 Heavy Flavor Production 

One of the high priority searches of the collider experiments is the search for the top 
quark. In order to have a reliable prediction of the production cross section for top 
quark production, it is essential to test our understanding of the production rates 
of known heavy particles such as the bottom quark. The study of the b-system has 
also many other particularly interesting aspects. Since its production cross section 
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Figure 50: a) Total production cross section as function of 4 for W-bosom and 
for hypothetical W’s with higher mass. b) Normalized rapidity distributions for 
IV-boson production at various ,,G. 

is very large, it offers the possibility to study specific decay channels of the b-quark 
in great detail without suffering in rate from a small branching ratio. 

The production of heavy flavors proceeds through the three major pro- 
cesses of flavor creation, flavor excitation and gluon splitting. Some representative 
lowest order Feynman diagrams of the three classes of processes are shown in fig- 
ure 51. Since the mass of the heavy quark provides a natural limit for the lowest 
momentum transfer, these processes can be calculated in perturbative QCD, and a 
full e)(o.z) calculation exists [74]. There are, however, rather large uncertainties in 
the theoretical predictions due to the uncertainties in the choice of parton distribu- 
tion functions, the choice of the renormalization scale p and the quark masses, to 
name a few. The study of the process up + $b could thus provide stringent tests for 
the QCD calculations. 

The differential cross section du/dp: for production of a heavy quark with 
transverse momentum pt has a l/m: dependence, where the transverse mass of the 

heavy quark is defined as mt = Jm+p,. * It peaks at transverse momenta of the 
order of the heavy quark mass m,. It should be noted that at high transverse 
momenta the cross section for zc and 8b production are the same, this in contrast 
to heavy quark production at e+e- colliders where the b-quark yield is suppressed 
by a factor of 4 because of the coupling of the b-quarks to the photon. 

The standard techniques for identifying heavy flavors are i) tagging on 
prompt leptons from the b-decay, ii) reconstruction of the decay vertex, ii;) iden- 
tification of explicit decays, iv) broadening of jets. Tagging on prompt leptons, 
especially muons, has been the most successful technique so far in identifying heavy 
flavors. Since muons can be identified easily within a jet and only need a relatively 
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Figure 51: Lowest order Feynman diagrams for heavy quark production. 

low p, trigger threshold, muons are superior to electrons for the study of heavy flavor 
production. For most experiments b-physics is thus synonymous with muon-physics. 
It is the challenge for CDF and D0 to enlarge the scope of the b-physics program to 
include the electron channel. 

Since b-quarks are measured through their leptonic decay products, the 
measurement of the prompt leptons needs to be deconvoluted for the two effects 
which govern the transition from heavy quark to prompt lepton, viz. the effects of 
heavy quark fragmentation and the decay of the hadron containing the heavy quark. 
The fragmentation of heavy quarks is described by fragmentation functions which 
give the probability for a heavy quark to pick up a light quark, forming a meson 
carrying a fraction z of the original heavy quark energy. The decay of the meson 
is determined simply by its decay kinematics, the weak coupling constants and 
the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix elements. The effects of the fragmentation 
and decay are illustrated in figures 52a and 52b for bottom and charm production at 
630 GeV, respectively [75]. Although the cross sections for b and c-quark production 
are almost equal at large pt, muons from b-decays are the main source of prompt 
muons due to the harder b-fragmentation function. At 4 = 1.8 TeV about 70% of 
muons with a pt above 3 GeV/c come from b-decay. 

8.2 Bottom Quark Production Cross Section 

The beauty production cross section can be measured through many different inde- 
pendent decay channels, some of which are 

jip + iib + /LX 
jip --t iib + J/+X + p+p- X 
fip + T;b + C/LX 

5%x pp + bb + p- 

L p+x 
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Figure 52: Differential cross sections at the quark, hadron and muon level for a) 
bottom quark production and b) charm quark production. 

Besides these four channels there are of course the reconstructed exclusive b-decays. 
For the study of the b-production cross section, as carried out by UAl, the inclusive 
muon data sample was used. This choice was motivated by the thick hadron absorber 
of the UAl calorimeter, allowing the detection of muons in and close to hadron jets. 
The experimental difficulty is the separation of prompt leptons from misidentified 
hadrons and the determination of the charm contribution. Figure 53 shows the 
muon pt spectrum of the UAl inclusive muon data sample in the pseudorapidity 
range 171 < 1.5, based on a total integrated luminosity of 4.7 pb-‘. At low pf the 
dominant source of background is the decay of pions and kaons in flight. To optimize 
the signal to background ratio, only muons with pr > 10 GeV/c are selected. In the 
final data sample the decay of pions and kaons in flight still represents about 36% 
of the muons [76, 771. 

Knowing the luminosity and acceptance for this process, the b-quark pro- 
duction cross section can be determined immediately from the rate of inclusive muon 
events, if the relative b-quark contribution is known. In order to discriminate be- 
tween b-quarks and c-quarks, UAl uses the variable p;“, defined as the transverse 
momentum of the muon with respect to the axis of the jet containing the muon. The 
harder fragmentation function for b-quarks results in a larger p;“’ for b-quarks than 
for c-quarks. Figure 54 shows the UAl pie’ distribution for the data together with 
a Monte Carlo fit of the 6b , zc and r/K background contribution to the data. By 
fitting a weighted sum of the predicted pt rc’ distributions for the &b and zc contribu- 
tion to the data sample, the $b fraction has been determined to be 0.33 f 0.03 f 0.03 
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Figure 54: Muon p;“’ distribution for the UAl inclusive muon data sample. The 
fitted contributions from the various processes and the sum of all processes are 
indicated. 
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Figure 55: UAl inclusive b-quark production cross section for 171 < 1.5 versus 
the b-quark transverse momentum threshold. The curves indicate the U(az) QCD 
prediction with its uncertainty. 

with a ratio of N(&b)/(N@b) + N(E)) = 0.54 f 0.10 [77]. In the determination of 
this fraction the background contribution, estimated from di-jet events, was fixed. 

Since the production cross section for b-quarks is large, the decay of b 
quarks into J/$-mesons, which subsequently decay into pfp--pairs, can also be 
used to determine the production cross section even though the combined branch- 
ing ratio for this channel is rather small: BR(b -+ J/4) . ER(J/$ + /L’P-) = 
0.012. 0.069 = 8.310m4. One of the advantages of this channel is the very clear 
d&muon signal from the J/+-decay with little background. The only significant 
background comes from radiative xc decays, xc -+ 7 J/#, where the xc is mainly 
produced through gluon fusion, 99 -+ 9~~ [78]. The measurement of the partial 
inclusive J/ll, production cross section gives the b-quark production cross section 
if the fraction of J/$‘s from b-decays is known. This fraction is easily determined 
using the event topology. One should recall that the J/$‘s coming from b-decays 
are non-isolated, in contrast to those which are directly produced or which come 
from radiative xc decays. Using the charged multiplicity around the J/~/J direction 
as a discriminant, UAl has determined the fraction of J/$‘s coming from b-decays 
to be 0.31 zt 0.02 f 0.12. At the Tevatron this fraction increases to about 0.64 as 
indicated by preliminary CDF results. 

To convert the measured muon differential cross section, da/dpF, to the 
b-quark production cross section, da/dpf, a Monte Carlo simulation is used which 
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uses the b-quark fragmentation parameters, decay kinematics and branching ratios 
as measured in e+e- collisions. Figure 55 shows the measured UAl b-quark pro- 
duction cross section for producing b-quarks with transverse momentum pt > p;“i”, 
integrated over a pseudorapidity range ]q] < 1.5. Here, p;“‘” is defined such that 
90% of the muon events have pf > p;’ [77]. The data agrees well with the CJ((r:) 
QCD calculation, indicated by the solid line. The dashed lines give the error on 
the theoretical prediction. Extrapolating the data to p;“‘” = 0, a total production 
cross section of u@p + b + X) = 12.8 zt 4.7 f 6 pb for 171 < 1.5 at fi = 0.63 TeV 
is obtained, where the first and second error are the experimental and theoretical 
error, respectively. In the plot are also shown the results obtained by measuring the 
production cross section using the direct di-muon and the single cascade di-muon 
decay channel indicated at the beginning of this section. The measurements of all 
four independent production channels are in very good agreement. 

8.3 Flavor Oscillations 

Like in the K” - p system, transitions between B”- and p-mesons are allowed 
by second order weak interactions (see Fig. 56). In the approximation that the 
weak interaction conserves CP, the mass eigenstates are given by the CP eigenstates 
(BT) = &(]B”)+]~)) and ]I?!$ = -&(]B’)-13)). These states will in general differ 
in mass and width, giving rise to a time dependent phase difference between the two 
states. The probability to observe a B”- or p-meson thus oscillates. To measure 
the time evolution of these states would require vertex detectors with extremely high 
resolution, which at the moment are not available in a up environment. Rather, the 
up collider experiments measure time integrated quantities like the probability that 
a B”-meson decays into a “wrong” sign lepton. Denoting the difference in mass and 
decay width between the two mass eigenstates as Am = ml - rns and AI’ = PI -Pa, 
the parameters 2: and y are defined as 

A77t Al? 
z=- 

r Y=F 

where l? = i(Pl + Iz). Ignoring CP violation, the time averaged mixing probability 
is given by [79] 

Prob( B” + B”) z2 + Y2 
X= 

Prob( B” -+ B”) + Prob(P + B”) = 2 + 222 (41) 

So, if z > 1, that is, if the decay time is much larger than the oscillation time, x 
approaches 0.5, i.e. there is a 50% probability to observe a Bo or p-meson. This 
is the case when there is full mixing. 

The dominant contribution to z, the ratio of the mass difference and the 
average decay width, comes from the double t-quark exchange diagram and is ap- 
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Figure 56: Box diagrams responsible for the transition of a Bs into a B”, meson. 

proximated by [80] 

GC 
+’ 6nZ = - TB, KB~ f& mBq m2, Tq 

4 
qcD Iv; VrJ -y- 

mW 

q= s,d (42) 

Here TB8, is the decay time of the B,-meson, fB, its decay constant and mg, its 
mass. K is a model dependent parameter (0.5 < K < 1.5) and ~2’~ takes into 
account QCD corrections. The main difference between the II: and By meson is 
thus due to the difference in the CKM-matrix elements Vtd and I&. A very handy 
parametrization of the CKM-matrix that can be used to evaluate quantities involving 
CKM-matrix elements is [81] 

with A x 0.22. Under the assumption that, except for the relevant CKM-matrix 
elements, all parameters in equation 42 are the same for Bd and B, mesons, the 
ratio of mixing in the B, and Bd system is given by 

+a -= 
zd 

Since &,j is much smaller than I&, mixing in the B$’ system is expected to be about 
20 times larger than for Bi. 

Since in high energy pp collisions both & and B, mesons are produced, 
the mixing probability measured is the sum of the mixing probabilities weighted by 
the relative production factors fd and f. for & and B, mesons, respectively 

X = fdXd + fsxs 

Using the current limits on the CKM matrix elements 

(43) 

0.029 < Ir/;,l < 0.058 0.003 < lI/;dl < 0.019 

based on three generation unitarity of the matrix, an upper limit on Xd as function 
of x. can be given. Assuming again that all parameters in equation 42 are the same 
for Ed and B, mesons it follows that 

zd l&d12 -=- 

IW 
< 0.43 

2s 
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Using equation 41 and taking y to be negligibly small, it is straightforward to write 
this as 

0.432 x. 

Xd < 1 - 2x.(1 - 0.432) 

that is, an upper limit on Xd as function of x. can be placed based on the known 
limits on the CKM-matrix elements. 

Since the sign of the decay lepton identifies the parent meson, the exper- 
imental signature for Ho - B” mixing is the observation of an excess of like sign 
di-leptons. The quantity directly measured is 

R = N(e+e+) t N(e-e-) 

NW 

The relation between R and x can be written down by recalling that x denotes the 
probability for a B-meson to oscillate. The probability for a B” - B” system, with 
both b-quarks decaying directly into leptons, to contribute to the like sign di-lepton 
sample is simply given by 2x(1 - x), i.e. one b-quark oscillates and the other one 
does not. The expression for R can thus be written as 

R = (fab + f(bc)(bc) + fb(bZ)) 2X(1 -X) + 

fb(h) [1 - 2x(1 - x)] t fbodii 

Here fbb, f!,(h), f(bc)(bc) and fb(kT denote the relative contribution to the data sample 
from the direct b-decay, the single and double cascade decay and the b + E + e 
decay, respectively. The probability of the background fraction, fbockr to contribute 
to the like sign di-lepton sample is denoted by P&A. For r/K decays in flight this 
is generally taken to be 50%. Note that cc , Drell-Yan and T-production does not 
constitute a background for the like sign di-lepton sample. Also note that D°F 
mixing has been neglected. This can be justified by drawing the box diagrams 
for Do - 3 oscillation and by writing down the corresponding contributions to z 
following equation 42. It can then be seen that the dominant contribution comes 
from the s-quark exchange diagram which is suppressed by a factor m~/(X%nf) 
compared to the corresponding contribution for B,-mesons. 

The relative contributions of the different decay chains, f(*)(o), are deter- 
mined by Monte Carlo simulations for the kinematic cuts used in the analysis. The 
uncertainty in these fractions constitutes the dominant error on the mixing measure- 
ment. The measured UAl value of the mixing parameter is x = 0.148f0.029~0.017 
and is shown in figure 57a in the Xd versus x. plane [82]. Assuming that the in- 
clusive muonic branching ratio is equal for all b-mesons and b-baryons, equation 43 
holds and a value for x. can be extracted. The relative production fractions fd 
and f. have been estimated using ISR, UA2 and UA5 data to be 0.36 and 0.18, 
respectively [83]. Mixing in the & system has been measured by the CLEO and 
ARGUS collaboration at e+e- colliders from data taken at the T(4S) resonance 
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Figure 57: a) iY’-mixing result from UAl and the weighted average of the ARGUS 
and CLEO measurement of Xd. The dotted lines indicate the lo bands on the mea- 
surements. b) Allowed region in the (Xd, x,)-plane for the combined UAl, ARGUS, 
CLEO, Aleph and L3 results. 

where only production of the Bd is kinematically allowed [84]. The weighted aver- 
age of these two measurements, xd = 0.162 f 0.039, is indicated by the horizontal 
line in figure 57a. Combining both measurements yields x. = 0.5OzbO.20, indicating 
full mixing for B,O - x. This result again points in the direction of a heavy top 
quark (cf. eq. 42). The line labeled “CKM” in the figure is the upper limit on 
Xd as function of x. as given by equation 44. Figure 57b shows the 90% and 95% 
confidence level contours in the (xI,Xd)-plane when the published LEP results are 
included [85]. The region allowed by the standard model will be narrowed down 
considerably by the LEP experiments with the event samples they expect to collect 
in the near future. 

8.4 Top Quark 

The search for the “ever elusive” sixth quark, the top quark, has been and still is one 
of the high priority searches for the f!p collider experiments. In pp collisions there 
are two major top quark production mechanisms: single t-quark production through 
W-decay and pair production through gluon fusion. For low top quark masses the 
dominant production mode is through W-decays. When the mass of the top quark 
is greater than the W-mass, only the pair production channel contributes. Figure 58 
shows the production cross section for single t-quark production through W-decay 
and for t-quark pair production separately. The cross sections are evaluated for a 
center of mass energy of 0.63 TeV, the CERN SppS operating center of mass energy, 
and for 1.8 TeV, the Fermilab Tevatron &. Because of the higher center of mass 
energy, the Fermilab collider experiments have a clear advantage over the CERN 
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Figure 58: Cross section for top quark production as function of the top quark mass 
for 4 = 0.63 TeV and fi = 1.8 TeV. Th e solid lines are for tE production and 

the dashed lines for W -+ ti. 

experiments. Figure 59 shows the total production cross section, i.e. the sum of 
single top production through W-decay and pair production, for fi = 0.63 TeV 
and fi = 1.8 TeV. In the lower half of the figure the ratio of the two cross sections 
is plotted. One can see that for high top quark masses the cross section is about 
two orders of magnitude larger at fi = 1.8 TeV than at fi = 0.63 TeV. 

In the framework of the standard model, t-quarks decay almost exclusively 
into s W-boson and .s b-quark, t + Wb, where, depending on the t-quark mass, the 
W is either virtual or real. As seen in section 7.1, W-bosons have a branching ratio 
of approximately i for decay into each of the three generations of leptons, and s 
branching ratio of t each for decay into ua or CS. Although the all hadronic decay 
has the largest branching ratio, the top quark signal of this decay channel would 
be buried in the QCD background. To get a good signal to background ratio, it is 
required that at least one W decays into leptons. 

The UAl and UA2 experiments have concentrated their search on single 
t-quark production through W-decay, with the t-quark decaying semi-leptonically. 
Because of the large mass of the top quark, the lepton from the t-quark decay is ex- 
petted to be isolated and to carry a lower transverse momentum than leptons from 
direct W-decays. Moreover, the presence of the b-quark will reduce the total $, in 
top quark events compared to W-events. To discriminate top quark events from 
the QCD and W background, the UAl experiment, concentrating on the decay of 
top quarks into muons, employed a likelihood function. They first constructed the 
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Figure 59: Total top quark production cross section in @ collisions as function of 
mt for & = 0.63 TeV and 6 = 1.8 TeV. The lower half shows the ratio of the 
production cross section at the two center of mass energies. 

ratio of the probability density function of a variable Zi for top quark events and 
the corresponding distribution for the standard processes: R;(Zi) = Pt;i(zi)/Pt,;i(Zi). 
The product of the functions Ri(zi) for different variables ri then defines the like- 
lihood function, L = HiI& [86]. Th e variables Zi used in their search in the 
data sample consisting of events with a single muon plus jets were the isolation of 
the muon, the muon transverse momentum, the missing transverse energy and the 
difference in azimuthal angle between the muon and the highest pt jet. A limit on 
the top quark mass of 52 GeV/c2 at 95% confidence level has been set using this 
sample of signal events. Combining all data samples, UAl arrives at a lower limit 
of mt > 60 GeV/c* [86]. The UA2 experiment, looking at an excess of events at 
low transverse mass in the mt distribution for W-events has set a lower limit of 
mt > 69 GeV/c* at 95% confidence level [87]. 

The most stringent limit on the top quark mass comes from CDF [88]. Since 
the dominant production channel at fi = 1.8 TeV is the t-quark pair production, 
the most unambiguous channel to look for the top quark is the electron-muon decay 
channel 

tt + W+b W-b + ev,uFbb (45) 

The only significant background comes from &b production, with both b-quarks de- 
caying semileptonically, and from P-production with the subsequent decay of the 
2’ into a pair of r-leptons. The soft p, spectrum of the b-decay leptons and the low 
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mass of the r-lepton still allow a clear separation between the signal and background 
events. The ep di-lepton final state can be extended by including the e+e-- and 
p+jr--channels, while paying the price of a potential higher background contribution 
from Drell-Yan and 2’ production. The CDF li mu on the top quark mass from the ‘t 
combined di-lepton and single lepton searches, assuming the standard model decay 
modes and branching ratios, is mt > 91 GeV/c’ [88]. 

A very challenging decay channel is the decay of the t-pair into a single 
lepton and jets, tf -+ W+b W-i; + !vqqbii which has a branching ratio 12 times 
higher than the ep-final state. Although the experimental difficulties are not to be 
underestimated, both the CDF and DB collaboration have developed sophisticated 
algorithms to search for the top quark in this channel. Since the search for the top 
quark is not a closed chapter, I would like to refrain from discussing this topic here 
in detail, but encourage the reader to be on the lookout for future papers on the top 
quark (search), which will certainly be many and intriguing! 

8.5 Outlook 

Since the shut down of the CERN SppS collider, there are only two pp collider 
experiments operational, CDF and D0. In view of the total integrated luminosity 
that will be collected by these two experiments, their physics program looks very 
bright and challenging. With an integrated luminosity of over 100 pb-’ , which should 
be collected by each experiment by the end of 1993, both the standard model for 
electroweak interactions and QCD can be subjected to precision tests. This will 
be possible in part because each experiment will have large enough data samples 
of different physics channels so that internally consistent measurements and cross 
calibrations can be made using different event samples. For example, with large 
enough event samples a measurement of a. can be obtained using the W + l-jet over 
W + O-jets ratio, the W + 2-jets over W + l-jet ratio, the 3-jet over 2-jet ratio and 
perhaps even the 2” + l-jet over 2” + O-jets ratio. The large integrated luminosities 
will furthermore enable the experiments to set stringent limits on supersymmetric 
particles, to look for quark substructures and possible extensions of the standard 
model and to start really exploring the b-quark sector. 

To illustrate the possibly exciting times ahead of us at the Tevatron col- 
lider, let me conclude these notes with a short discussion of the prospects for top 
quark discovery and its potential implications. Based on the current Fermilab oper- 
ating schedule each experiment will have collected a total integrated luminosity of 
100 pb-’ by the end of 1993, with an additional 100 pb-’ collected during the 1995 
run. Assuming that the Main Injector becomes operational in 1997, beam-beam 
collisions will deliver an additional luminosity of 600 pb-’ to each experiment of 
which D0 expects to collect about 400 pb-‘. Defining the discovery of the top quark 
as the observation of 10 events in the ep-channel, it is clear that the discovery range 
at the Tevatron spans the full allowed standard model region, which implies that at 
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Figure 60: Measurement of the mass of the top quark of mt = 160 f 10 GeV/c’ 
within the framework of the standard model. 

the end of the decade either the top quark has been discovered or that the standard 
model is flawed. 

Now suppose that three years from now, in the year 1995, the top quark 
has been discovered and its mass has been measured to be mt = 160 f 10 GeV/c*. 
Figure 60 shows the relation between the W- and Z-mass for different values of the 
top quark mass. The dashed lines indicate the error on the measurement of the top 
quark mass of 160f 10 GeV/c2. In the year 1995 the measurement of the mass of the 
Z”-boson will not have improved much from the current measurement and is known 
to be mz = 91.175 f 0.020 GeV/2. Intersecting the lines corresponding to the top 
quark’ mass measurement with the measurement of the Zs-boson mass shows that 
measuring the top quark mass to an accuracy of +lO GeV/c’ is equivalent in preci- 
sion to a measurement of the W-boson mass to an accuracy of about flO0 MeV/c’, 
that is, a measurement with a two orders of magnitude higher accuracy. By 1995 
the W-boson mass will indeed be determined to an accuracy of 100 MeV/c’ and 
one might hope for inconsistencies between the mass measurements of these three 
fundamental particles. Moreover, one should note that a precision measurement of 
the top quark mass gives insight in the Higgs sector well before the turn on of the 
SSC and LHC. The dotted lines in the figure indicate the prediction for a top quark 
of mass mt = 160 GeV/c* when varying the Higgs boson mass from 10 Get’/2 
to 1 TeV/c’. An accurate measurement of the mass of the top quark can clearly 
constrain the mass of the Higgs boson. 
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